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This annual report highlights the results of DTE Energy’s (DTE’s or the Company’s) 2020 Energy Waste Reduction (EWR) Portfolio, provides 
a policy overview, and summarizes program changes and achievements. The EWR Portfolio comprises many specific programs within the 
Residential, Commercial and Industrial (C&I), Education and Awareness, and Pilot programs.

PROGRAM  
PORTFOLIO SUMMARY

The EWR Portfolio launched in June 2009 as a result of the 
Clean, Renewable, and Efficient Energy Act, also known as 
Public Act 295 (PA 295), and as amended by Public Act 342 
of 2016 (PA 342). DTE built on its momentum from the 2009 
launch by enhancing the scope of existing programs and adding 
new program options to the portfolio. Since its inception in 
2009, more than 5.7 million electric customers and 3.7 million 
gas customers have directly participated in DTE’s energy 
efficiency programs.1

Customers have upgraded equipment in their homes and 
businesses, helping them to become more energy efficient. DTE 
has also provided customers with education, tips, strategies, 
and tools to help save money on their energy bills. As a result, 
DTE customers have saved approximately 6,500 gigawatt-hours 
(GWh) and over 15,000 million cubic feet (MMcf) since the 
program started. In 2020, measures installed by DTE customers 
will result in over $306 million in electric lifecycle dollar savings 
and nearly $75 million in gas lifecycle dollar savings.

In 2020, DTE’s EWR Portfolio resulted in total verified net electric 
savings of 770 GWh—1.67% of 2019 planned retail sales—as 
compared to the minimum legislative requirement of 462 GWh. 
For DTE Gas, the total verified net gas energy savings was 2,240 
MMcf—1.13% of 2019 planned retail sales—as compared to the 
minimum legislative requirement of 1,485 MMcf.

In 2020, DTE Electric spent $128.8 million compared to the 
planned $128.1 million, and DTE Gas spent $40.0 million 
compared to the planned $39.1 million. 

1  Customers may participate in more than one EWR program.
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Chart 1 summarizes the overall EWR Portfolio 2020 spending and verified net savings for DTE 
Electric and DTE Gas. 

DTE performs cost-effectiveness tests (CETs) to ensure energy savings are achieved in a cost-
effective manner for the company and its customers. Cost-effectiveness tests measure whether 
the investment’s benefits exceed its costs. DTE uses the Utility System Resource Cost Test (USRCT) 
to measure the effectiveness of the EWR Portfolio. Specifically, the goal of the EWR Portfolio (not 
including Low-Income) is to meet the minimum required USRCT ratio of 1.0.2 DTE Electric achieved a 
USRCT ratio of 2.21 based on the 770 GWh verified net energy savings. DTE Gas achieved a USRCT 
ratio of 1.91 based on the 2,240 MMcf verified net energy savings. In 2020, DTE’s combined electric 
and gas verified net savings from EWR programs equate to llifetime greenhouse gas reductions of 
6.1 million metric tons of CO

2
, 2,869 metric tons of NOx and 3,785 metric tons of SO

2
.

During 2020, DTE implemented its EWR Portfolio as outlined in the 2020-2021 EWR Plan. The 
Company uses implementation contractors and has built strong networks to deliver energy 
efficiency programs throughout the State of Michigan that focus on:

• Providing energy efficiency education and raising awareness of EWR offerings by enhancing 
communications and messaging while leveraging new trends in digital and social media 
communication channels.

• Continuing to use targeted marketing to meet segment-specific needs for energy efficiency 
information while also using traditional mass media focused on the non-energy benefits of 
energy efficiency improvements. 

• Ensuring the Pilot program process works well, including increasing the Company’s Pilot 
program productivity; over the years, DTE’s ability to run the Pilot program effectively has 
continued to improve through further maturity of systems and back-office processes.3

2 The calculations exclude Low-Income programs per Section 71(4) (g) of PA 295 as amended by PA 342, which specifically excludes Low-Income in the cost-effectiveness requirement.
3 The Amended 2020-2021 EWR Plan was filed to reflect an increase in the overall savings target from 1.50% to 1.75% in 2020 to be prorated based on the date of the final Order in the Company’s revised EWR Plan.  The Amended filing included 

a prorated savings target of 770 GWh for 2020 based on the premise that a final Order would be received by September 1, 2020.  However, the final Order was filed September 10, 2020, which reduced the prorated planned savings target from 
770 GWh to 769 GWh.
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2020 DTE Electric Spending ($M)

 
2020 DTE Electric Savings (GWh)

 
2020 DTE Gas Spending ($M)
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CHART 1 – 2020 EWR PORTFOLIO SPENDING AND VERIFIED NET SAVINGS
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Goals and Targets
The operational goal of the 2020 Energy Waste Reduction (EWR) Portfolio was to maintain the 
momentum the program has achieved since its launch in 2009 by continuing to grow customer 
acceptance and adoption of EWR measures. Specifically, the 2020 goals were to:

1. Achieve legislated electric energy savings of 1% of 2019 planned retail sales, or 462 gigawatt-
hours (GWh), and achieve legislated gas energy savings of 0.75% of 2019 planned retail sales, 
or 1,485 million cubic feet (MMcf).

2. Ensure EWR programs are cost-effective. DTE performs cost-effectiveness tests (CETs) to 
ensure the overall goal of reducing energy use in a cost-effective manner for the company and 
its customers is being achieved. DTE Energy (DTE) uses the Utility System Resource Cost Test 
(USRCT) and the Total Resource Cost (TRC) test to measure the effectiveness of the various 
EWR programs. Specifically, the goal of the EWR Portfolio (not including Low-Income) is to 
meet the minimum required USRCT ratio of 1.0. 

Spending and Savings
Verified net energy savings are DTE’s reported savings after they have been adjusted based on 
the results of an evaluation and analysis by its independent evaluation contractor, Guidehouse 
Inc. (Guidehouse), and the installation rate adjustment factors (IRAFs) and net-to-gross ratios 
(NTGRs) have been applied.4  The IRAF is applied to account for rebated measures that are no 
longer or were never installed and operational. The NTGR is applied to account for the difference 
in energy consumption with the program in place versus what consumption would have been 
without the program in place.

In 2020, DTE applied a 0.92 NTGR to most programs. The Company applied different NTGRs to 
some programs or measures, including a NTGR of 1.00 for Low-Income, Pilots, and Education 
and Awareness; 0.57 for standard and 0.71 for reflector light-emitting diode (LED) bulbs within 
the Residential ENERGY STAR® Products program, as approved by the Michigan Public Service 
Commission (MPSC) on September 10, 2020 for the Company’s 2020-2021 EWR Plan, Case 
No. U-20373. A NTGR was not applied to the following programs or measures because savings 
represent verified net savings: 

• Tier 1 thermostats delivered by Commercial and Industrial (C&I) programs 
• Tier 2 and Tier 3 thermostats delivered by Residential programs 
• Home Energy Reports program 
• DTE Insight 

 

4 The IRAF is typically applied based on a two year lag of an evaluated result. For example, in PY2020 the PY2018 evaluated measure level IRAF is applied to audited gross savings to determine verified gross savings. Exceptions to this rule 
include new measures, custom programs, deemed measures or programs (Pilots, Education and Awareness, etc.), and measures whose MEMD savings are verified net (Tier 1 commercial thermostats). 

Spend, as used in this annual report, refers to the cash expenditures or commitments made by 
DTE to implement the EWR Portfolio. Spend does not contemplate the eventual treatment of costs 
such as operations and maintenance (O&M) or capitalization. In 2020, DTE Electric spent $128.8 
million compared to the planned $128.1 million, and DTE Gas spent $40.0 million compared to the 
planned $39.1 million. 

The EWR Portfolio resulted in total verified net electric savings of 770 GWh—1.67% of 2019 planned 
retail sales—as compared to the minimum legislative requirement of 462 GWh. For DTE Gas, the 
total verified net gas energy savings was 2,240 MMcf—1.13% of 2019 planned retail sales—as 
compared to the minimum legislative requirement of 1,485 MMcf.
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Chart 2 summarizes the overall EWR Portfolio 2020 spending and verified net savings for DTE 
Electric and DTE Gas.

Each EWR Portfolio sets its own spending and verified net saving goals. For DTE Electric, the 
Residential and Low-Income programs collectively provided 256 GWh of verified net energy 
savings, and C&I programs, including Self-Direct, provided 448 GWh. DTE Electric achieved 

5 The Amended 2020-2021 EWR Plan was filed to reflect an increase in the overall savings target from 1.50% to 1.75% in 2020 to be prorated based on the date of the final Order in the Company’s revised EWR Plan.  The Amended filing included a prorated 
savings target of 770 GWh for 2020 based on the premise that a final Order would be received by September 1, 2020.  However, the final Order was filed September 10, 2020, which reduced the prorated planned savings target from 770 GWh to 769 GWh.

67 GWh savings from the Education and Awareness and Pilot programs. For DTE Gas, the 
Residential and Low-Income programs collectively provided 951 MMcf of verified net energy 
savings, and C&I programs provided 1,108 MMcf. DTE Gas achieved 181 MMcf savings from 
the Education and Awareness and Pilot programs. 5

Chart 3 displays program spending and verified net savings for the various EWR programs in 2020.

 
2020 DTE Electric Spending by 
Program Type ($128.8 M)

 
2020 DTE Electric Savings by 
Program Type (770 GWh)

 
2020 DTE Gas Spending by 
Program Type ($40.0 M)

 
2020 DTE Gas Savings by 
Program Type (2,240 MMcf)
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2020 DTE Gas Savings (MMcf)
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Long-Term EWR Impacts
DTE also considers performance metrics beyond the first-year energy savings goals set out in 
Public Act 295 (PA 295 as amended by PA 342) toward longer-term impacts; these areas include 
overall lifecycle savings, both in dollars and energy; the average life of measures being installed; 
and reduction in future peak demand. This section provides definitions and the 2020 EWR Portfolio 
results for several of these long-term metrics.

Lifecycle dollar savings: Represents the dollar savings resulting from current and future energy 
costs avoided as a result of an energy efficiency action over the effective life of that action. 
Lifecycle dollar savings may be presented for a collection of measures, an individual program, or 
a portfolio of programs. The lifecycle dollar savings for DTE’s programs are based on verified net 
savings. Lifecycle dollar savings are presented as the present value of those savings.6

Table 1 shows that DTE’s 2020 EWR programs produced significant dollar savings for its customers 
for future years.7

6 Lifecycle dollar savings is not net of program expenses and includes line losses.
7 Includes the Energy Efficiency Assistance program, Low-Income Multifamily program component, and Low-Income 

Home Energy Consultation program component.

Program DTE Electric  
Present Value

DTE Gas  
Present Value

RE
SI

D
EN

TI
AL

Appliance Recycling $9,765,903.43 - 

Audit and Weatherization $842,011.06 $2,143,815.30

DTE Insight $637,985.53 $173,433.53

ENERGY STAR Products $24,019,758.51 $755,178.49

Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning $8,175,181.13 $11,642,033.57

Home Energy Consultation $1,891,902.03 $2,062,706.17

Home Energy Efficiency Kits $2,261,762.94 $1,717,883.16

Home Energy Reports $3,104,379.16 $887,268.04

Multifamily $92,791.65 $124,690.08

New Home Construction $1,377,127.46 $2,187,855.85

Revolving Loan Fund $6,570.21 $17,923.58

School Program $1,333,771.60 $2,671,976.93

Residential Subtotal $53,509,144.70 $24,384,764.71

Prescriptive $116,094,310.76 $15,439,862.56

Non-Prescriptive $57,132,240.68 $20,310,364.84

ENERGY STAR Retail Lighting $5,243,117.46 - 

C&I Multifamily Common Areas $684,202.97 $172,014.89

Midstream Lighting $24,741,785.86 - 

Midstream Food Service $716,256.49 $246,312.78

C 
& 

I

Midstream HVAC $2,918,623.48 - 

Retro-Commissioning $468,881.18 $1,106.12

Strategic Energy Management $592,804.43 $305,426.62

Self-Direct Program $150,119.21 - 

Business Energy Consultation $5,244,227.17 $1,200,764.84

Emerging Measures and Approaches $3,303,968.50 $1,677,207.03

C&I Subtotal $217,290,538.18 $39,353,059.71

Pilot Programs $19,056,469.97 $4,376,823.08

Education and Awareness Program $11,378,719.66 $1,990,370.29

Low-Income Programs — All7 $5,147,523.99 $4,900,827.33

Portfolio $306,382,396.51 $75,005,845.12

TABLE 1 – DTE 2020 EWR PORTFOLIO — LIFECYCLE DOLLAR SAVINGS 
(ALL VALUES IN DOLLARS) 
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Program
DTE Electric  

MWh: Impact and Savings 
Cumulative (Losses Included)

DTE Gas  
Mcf: Impact and Savings 

Cumulative (Losses Included) 

RE
SI

D
EN

TI
AL

Appliance Recycling 232,968.89 -

Audit and Weatherization 23,618.13 898,202.97

DTE Insight 11,122.97 43,973.62

ENERGY STAR Products 549,398.17 233,756.61

Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning 188,729.92 4,112,560.96

Home Energy Consultation 43,527.07 666,759.14

Home Energy Efficiency Kits 56,873.85 582,810.76

Home Energy Reports 58,204.27 224,964.48

Multifamily 2,145.78 39,354.04

New Home Construction 29,004.41 820,469.25

Revolving Loan Fund 150.50 6,547.60

School Program 34,435.71 891,963.19

Residential Subtotal 1,230,179.66 8,521,362.61

Prescriptive 3,339,946.57 5,633,851.39

Non-Prescriptive 1,509,479.73 7,275,265.61

ENERGY STAR Retail Lighting 108,773.42 -

C&I Multifamily Common Areas 20,208.32 67,731.47

Midstream Lighting 608,784.93 -

Midstream Food Service 18,355.31 86,714.55

C 
& 

I

Midstream HVAC 66,050.42 -

Retro-Commissioning 11,430.15 301.27

Strategic Energy Management 14,693.67 79,378.34

Self-Direct Program 3,332.91 -

Business Energy Consultation 139,822.41 381,111.63

Emerging Measures and Approaches 90,458.77 626,075.48

C&I Subtotal 5,931,336.59 14,150,429.72

Pilot Programs 460,240.66 1,422,514.02

Education and Awareness Program 251,427.39 646,426.64

Low-Income Programs — All8 136,655.67 1,689,987.56

Portfolio 8,009,839.97 26,430,720.56
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ACHIEVEMENTS CONCLUSION

PROGRAM  
PORTFOLIO SUMMARY

Lifecycle energy savings: Represents the total cumulative program energy savings (GWh or 
MMcf) produced by the energy-saving actions taken for all years of the particular action’s effective 
life. Lifecycle energy savings represent verified net energy savings.

Table 2 displays the long-term energy savings associated with the cost savings listed in Table 1.8

8 Includes the Energy Efficiency Assistance program, Low-Income Multifamily program component, and Low-Income 
Home Energy Consultation program component.

TABLE 2 – DTE 2020 EWR PORTFOLIO — LIFECYCLE ENERGY SAVINGS 
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Program
2020 Verified Net Peak Demand 

Savings (MW)

RE
SI

D
EN

TI
AL

Appliance Recycling 3.30

Audit and Weatherization 0.29

DTE Insight 3.56

ENERGY STAR Products 10.88

Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning 2.85

Home Energy Consultation 0.85

Home Energy Efficiency Kits 0.71

Home Energy Reports 14.39

Multifamily 0.03

New Home Construction 0.94

Revolving Loan Fund 0.00

School Program 0.35

Residential Subtotal 38.17

Prescriptive 24.07

Non-Prescriptive 23.15

ENERGY STAR Retail Lighting 4.39

C&I Multifamily Common Areas 0.08

Midstream Lighting 13.65

Midstream Food Service 0.31

C 
& 

I

Midstream HVAC 1.98

Retro-Commissioning 0.00

Strategic Energy Management 0.00

Self-Direct Program 0.49

Business Energy Consultation 0.81

Emerging Measures and Approaches 0.86

C&I Subtotal 69.77

Pilot Programs 6.71

Education and Awareness Program 3.66

Low-Income Programs — All10 1.48

Portfolio 119.79
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Peak demand reduction (kilowatts, or kW): Electric EWR programs can deliver peak demand 
reductions to minimize the need for future power plants. Peak demand reduction represents the 
aggregate reduction from EWR program participants in DTE Electric’s service area load at the 
time of the Michigan zone of the Midwest Independent System Operator market’s expected peak 
demand.

Table 3 shows that the DTE Electric 2020 EWR programs achieved significant demand reductions 
and energy savings.9

10

9 Line losses are not included.
10 Includes the Energy Efficiency Assistance program, Low-Income Multifamily program component, and Low-Income 

Home Energy Consultation program component.

TABLE 3 – DTE 2020 EWR PORTFOLIO — DTE ELECTRIC PEAK DEMAND SAVINGS 
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Cost of conserved energy: Expresses the measure, program, or portfolio costs in per-unit terms 
based on the total energy savings over the effective lifecycles of the specific measures or actions 
taken. The starting point is net energy savings.

Table 4 summarizes the levelized cost of energy and demand saved for each EWR program per 
unit of the energy savings achieved.11

11 Includes the Energy Efficiency Assistance program, Low-Income Multifamily program component, and Low-Income 
Home Energy Consultation program component.

Program DTE Electric  
$/Lifetime Savings (kWh)

DTE Gas  
$/Savings (CCF) 

RE
SI

D
EN

TI
AL

Appliance Recycling $0.03 $0.00

Audit and Weatherization $0.05 $0.20

DTE Insight $0.28 $0.46

ENERGY STAR Products $0.02 $0.12

Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning $0.03 $0.14

Home Energy Consultation $0.11 $0.34

Home Energy Efficiency Kits $0.03 $0.24

Home Energy Reports $0.05 $0.19

Multifamily $0.06 $0.45

New Home Construction $0.03 $0.12

Revolving Loan Fund $0.37 $1.95

School Program $0.03 $0.09

Residential – All $0.04 $0.24

Prescriptive $0.01 $0.07

Non-Prescriptive $0.01 $0.03

ENERGY STAR Retail Lighting $0.01 $0.00 

C&I Multifamily Common Areas $0.03 $0.10

Midstream Lighting $0.01  $0.00

Midstream Food Service $0.03 $0.60

C 
& 

I

Midstream HVAC $0.02 $0.00 

Retro-Commissioning $0.08 $22.68

Strategic Energy Management $0.09 $0.69

Self-Direct Program $0.02 $0.00 

Business Energy Consultation $0.02 $0.18

Emerging Measures and Approaches $0.02 $0.36

C&I –  All $0.01 $0.09

Pilot Programs $0.02 $0.18

Education and Awareness Program $0.02 $0.18

Low-Income Programs — All11 $0.13 $0.62

Portfolio (Low-Income Excluded, 
Performance Incentive Included)

$0.02 $0.15

TABLE 4 – DTE 2020 EWR PORTFOLIO — DTE COST OF CONSERVED ENERGY
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Weighted average measure life: Represents the average life, in years, of all measures installed 
or actions taken in a program or the entire portfolio when each measure’s life is weighted by the 
energy savings it produces relative to the total energy savings in the program or portfolio.

Table 5 summarizes the weighted average measure life for the various 2020 EWR programs at 
the individual program level and for the program as a whole.

In 2020, DTE’s combined electric and gas verified net savings from EWR programs equate to 
lifetime greenhouse gas reductions of 6.1 million metric tons of CO

2
, 2,869 metric tons of NOx 

and 3,785 metric tons of SO
2
.

Since 2009, the cumulative lifetime environmental benefits from the electric and gas savings are 
equivalent to the following:12

• Greenhouse gas emissions avoided by recycling more than 228,000 tons of waste instead of 
sending it to the landfill, which is equivalent to 32,000 garbage trucks of waste

• Annual carbon emissions reduction from over 80,000 homes’ energy use for one year

• Reduction in the greenhouse gas emissions equivalent to more than 146,000 cars driven in 
one year

• Carbon sequestered by over 823,000 acres of forest in one year.13

12 Projected lifetime greenhouse gas savings converted using the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Equivalency 
Calculator.

13 Includes the Energy Efficiency Assistance program, Low-Income Multifamily program component, and Low-Income 
Home Energy Consultation program component.

Program DTE Electric (kWh) 
Program Weighted Life

DTE Gas (CCF) 
Program Weighted Life

RE
SI

D
EN

TI
AL

Appliance Recycling 7.99 -

Audit and Weatherization 24.14 23.13

DTE Insight 1.00 1.00

ENERGY STAR Products 4.76 9.17

Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning 10.71 14.61

Home Energy Consultation 4.98 10.67

Home Energy Efficiency Kits 6.79 12.56

Home Energy Reports 1.00 1.00

Multifamily 4.72 8.53

New Home Construction 18.00 18.00

Revolving Loan Fund 12.09 15.91

School Program 8.31 11.85

Residential Subtotal 4.81 10.02

Prescriptive 13.13 11.17

Non-Prescriptive 15.34 15.00

ENERGY STAR Retail Lighting 4.33  -

C&I Multifamily Common Areas 13.29 19.08

Midstream Lighting 10.95 - 

Midstream Food Service 12.11 14.07

C 
& 

I

Midstream HVAC 15.00  -

Retro-Commissioning 3.00 3.00

Strategic Energy Management 1.00 1.00

Self-Direct Program 1.00 - 

Business Energy Consultation 8.96 10.05

Emerging Measures and Approaches 11.55 8.72

C&I Subtotal 12.39 12.31

Pilot Programs 10.00 11.00

Education and Awareness Program 10.00 11.00

Low-Income Programs — All13 8.03 12.37

Portfolio 9.71 11.40

TABLE 5 – DTE 2020 EWR PORTFOLIO — DTE WEIGHTED AVERAGE MEASURE LIFE
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Cost-Effectiveness
CETs are performed to ensure that the overall goal of reducing costs in a cost-effective manner 
for the company and its customers is being achieved. DTE used the DSMore14 cost analysis tool to 
calculate the USRCT cost-effectiveness and report results for the 2020 programs. The USRCT is 
a CET that measures cost-effectiveness from the viewpoint of DTE and ensures that the benefits 
to ratepayers for all programs will exceed the costs. 

Two major groups of inputs are used in DSMore: utility input assumptions and program inputs. 

• Utility input assumptions contain information specific to the company and include items 
such as load shape, the commodity and non-commodity cost of energy, customer energy rates, 
line losses, weather, and discount rates. The utility input assumptions used are primarily the 
same as those used to develop DTE Electric’s and DTE Gas’ approved 2020-2021 EWR Plan. 

• Program inputs include measure-level electric and gas energy savings, measure-level 
coincident peak demand reductions, the number of measures adopted by participants, 
incremental participant costs, customer incentive costs, program costs, performance incentive 
costs, education costs, and pilot costs. 

DTE calculated the USRCT at the program level and for groups of programs, including the Low-
Income programs, Residential programs, and C&I programs. 

14 Demand Side Management Option Risk Evaluator (DSMore) is a financial analysis tool designed to evaluate the costs, benefits, and risks of demand side management programs, including energy efficiency, demand response, and smart grid 
programs and services.

The 13 Residential programs for which the USRCT were calculated include the following: 

(1) Appliance Recycling, (2) Audit and Weatherization, (3) DTE Insight, (4) ENERGY STAR 
Products, (5) Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning, (6) Home Energy Consultation,  
(7) Home Energy Efficiency Kits, (8) Home Energy Reports, (9) Multifamily, (10) New Home 
Construction, (11) Revolving Loan Fund, (12) School program, (13) Emerging Measures and 
Approaches 

The 12 C&I programs for which the USRCT were calculated include the following:

(1) Prescriptive, (2) Non-Prescriptive, (3) Midstream Lighting, (4) Midstream Food Service, (5) 
Midstream HVAC, (6) Retro-Commissioning, (7) Strategic Energy Management, (8) Self-Direct, 
(9) Business Energy Consultation, (10) Emerging Measures and Approaches, (11) C&I ENERGY 
STAR Retail Lighting, (12) C&I Multifamily Common Areas

DTE Electric overspent its EWR Plan spend by $0.7 million and exceeded the legislated energy 
savings minimum by 308 GWh, or 67% (770 GWh vs. the legislated minimum of 462 GWh). 
While DTE Gas overspent its EWR Plan spend by $6.9 million, it exceeded the legislated 
energy savings minimum by 755 MMcf, or 53% (2,240 MMcf vs. the legislated minimum of 
1,485 MMcf). Based on the analysis performed using the DSMore cost analysis tool, DTE Electric 
achieved a USRCT ratio of 2.21 based on the 770 GWh verified net energy savings. DTE Gas 
achieved a USRCT ratio of 1.91 based on the 2,240 MMcf verified net energy savings. 
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CHART 5 – REVENUE COLLECTED FOR EWR PORTFOLIO IN 2020 BY CUSTOMER TYPE

CHART 4 – 2020 EWR PORTFOLIO REVENUE COLLECTED (SURCHARGES)
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Portfolio Revenue (Surcharges) 
Chart 4 displays the 2020 EWR Portfolio revenue collected. 

In 2020, DTE Electric and DTE Gas collected $144.4 million and $26.6 million, respectively, in base 
EWR surcharge revenue. Base surcharge revenue reflects EWR actual revenue realized excluding 
the revenue recovery for authorized performance incentives. Revenues identified in Chart 4 and 
Chart 5 are the actual amounts billed to DTE customers (excluding the performance incentive) in 
2020 through the EWR surcharges approved by the MPSC. These surcharges appear as a line item 
on a customer’s monthly bill statement. 

Chart 5 displays revenue collected for the EWR Portfolio in 2020 by customer type.

The actual electric revenue from the residential class is slightly higher than plan due to the variance 
between actual and forecasted sales. This is primarily driven by increased usage due to people 
working from home and in general spending more time at home during the pandemic. C&I revenue 
variances are due to fluctuation within the consumption level break points for the surcharge in the 
C&I classes and variances in forecasted meter counts. The actual gas revenue from all customer 
classes is lower than plan due to the 2020-2021 base rates proposed in Case No. U-20429 not 
being approved until November 19, 2020, delayed rates changing until December 2020. Thus, this 
delay caused the actual revenue to be less than planned, since the (lower) base rates approved in 
Case No. U-18268 continued to be billed until December 2020.

 
2020 DTE Electric  
Revenue ($M)

 
2020 DTE Electric Revenue by Customer 
Type ($144.4 M)

 
2020 DTE Gas  
Revenue ($M)

 
2020 DTE Gas Revenue by 
Customer Type ($26.6 M)
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Chart 6 and Chart 7 outline the 2019 EWR base surcharges 
compared to previous years. These charts exclude the 
performance incentive.

Electric Surcharge
During 2020, three different EWR base surcharges were 
authorized for collection: (1) from January 1, 2020 to March 
5, 2020, per the Commission’s April 12, 2018 order in Case 
No. U-18262 (2018-2019 EWR Plan); (2) from March 6, 2020 
to September 30, 2020, per the Commission’s March 5, 2020 
order in Case No. U-20373 (2020-2021 EWR Plan); and (3) from 
October 1, 2020 to December 31, 2020, per the Commission’s 
September 10, 2020 order in Case No. U-20373 (Amended 
2020-2021 Plan).

Gas Surcharge
During 2020, DTE Gas billed two different base surcharges. 
The Base surcharges billed for the period January-November 
2020, were originally approved by the Commission on April 
12, 2018 in Case No. U-18268 (2018-2019 EWR Plan).  The 
Base surcharges billed for the month of December 2020, were 
approved by the Commission on November 19, 2020 in Case 
No. U-20429 (2020-2021 EWR Plan).

CHART 6 – DTE ELECTRIC SURCHARGES

 
Residential EWR Surcharges ($ per kWh) 

 
C&I Secondary EWR Surcharges 
0-850 kWh/month ($ per meter per month)

 
C&I Primary EWR Surcharges  
0-11,500 kWh/month ($ per meter per month)  
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C&I Secondary EWR Surcharges 
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CHART 8 – EWR PORTFOLIO ELECTRIC PARTICIPATION

15  Customers may participate in more than one EWR program.

Program Participation
The number of customers participating in EWR programs has experienced strong participation each 
year since 2009, resulting in over 5.7 million electric and 3.7 million gas participants in Residential 
and C&I programs.15 In 2020, 1,036,138 electric and 371,268 gas customers participated in the 
EWR Portfolio. 

Chart 8 and Chart 9 summarize the number of customers participating in the EWR Portfolio by year.
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CHART 7 – DTE GAS SURCHARGES
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COVID-19 Pandemic Impacts
To implement the EWR Portfolio’s program offerings, DTE and its contractors often interact closely 
with customers, including in-person visits to their facilities and homes. DTE was able to act quickly 
to navigate the new challenges posed by the COVID-19 pandemic and took the following steps to 
safeguard customers, employees, and contractors throughout the pandemic:

• Pausing in-person program delivery, including energy audits and direct installations, at the 
onset of the pandemic. Many programs resumed normal operations by June 1, 2020, after 
making adjustments and implementing additional safety measures.

• Implementing remote work policies for all DTE energy efficiency personnel.

• Conducting safety training with all energy efficiency contractors consistent with Centers for 
Disease Control guidance and best practices as programs ramped back up after the pause 
and contractors returned to the field.

DTE adjusted typical program operations to adapt to challenges faced by the pandemic including 
changing incentive levels to optimize support provided to customers, shifting activities such as 
inspections and events to virtual settings, and adjusting messaging to emphasize online and digital 
tools as well as behavioral tips and educational resources. 

DTE took additional steps to support moderate-income and low-income customers by:

• Partnering with the City of Detroit on its door-to-door outreach and restorative case 
management intervention to provide leads to the Energy Efficiency Assistance program.

• Partnering with DTE Revenue Management and Protection to distribute LED light bulbs at 
multiple customer events throughout Metro Detroit and the surrounding areas for customers 
in arrears due to impacts from the pandemic. The Energy Efficiency Assistance program 
prepared LED light bulb kits to be distributed to customers at the events; over 20,500 kits 
containing more than 200,000 LED bulbs were distributed.

DTE effectively adjusted to this new operating environment and took steps to ensure the safety 
of all stakeholders while continuing to support customers in minimizing their energy bills and 
achieving Residential and C&I savings targets.
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Michigan’s EWR standard, created under PA 295 as amended by PA 342, requires all gas and electric utilities in the state to implement 
programs to reduce overall energy usage by specified targets to reduce the future costs of gas and electric service to customers. This report 
complies with Section 97(1) of PA 295. Key elements of this legislation include the following:

Energy Savings Targets
• Electric utilities were required to achieve 0.3% savings in 2009, 0.5% in 2010, 0.75% in 2011, 

and 1.0% in 2012 and each year thereafter until the end of 2021. Beyond 2021, the level of 
electric energy efficiency savings is determined by the utility’s integrated resource plan.

• Natural gas utilities were required to achieve 0.1% savings in 2009, 0.25% in 2010, 0.5% in 
2011, and 0.75% in 2012 and each year thereafter.

Compliance
• Electric and gas utility providers must offer a cost-effective EWR portfolio to customers; while 

the portfolio must include low-income programs, these programs are not included in CETs.

• Providers can operate their own EWR compliance programs or fund a state program.

• EWR plans must be filed, reviewed, and approved or rejected by the MPSC.

Funding
• Providers must demonstrate the EWR programs, excluding offerings to low-income customers, 

meet the USRCT and are reasonable and prudent. 

• Funds received from a customer class—Residential, C&I Secondary, and C&I Primary—should, 
to the extent possible, be spent on EWR programs that benefit that rate class. All classes 
contribute to the Low-Income Residential program.

Performance Incentive
• Energy providers can earn a financial incentive for exceeding the EWR performance standards.

• PA 342 states the earned financial award be calculated as a function of the net present value 
of lifecycle cost reductions generated during the annual period or based on total program 
spending, tiered based on annual incremental savings.

• The cap for the performance incentive was 20% of the provider’s actual EWR portfolio 
expenditures.

EWR Surcharges
• The EWR programs are paid for by all customers via a surcharge placed on their electric and 

natural gas bills.

• The amount of the surcharge depends on the rate class—Residential, C&I Secondary, or C&I 
Primary and EUT. Residential customers pay a volumetric rate, so a customer’s individual 
surcharge depends on how much energy they use. For C&I electric customers, the total 
amount paid is also based on the number of meters because they pay a monthly per-meter 
charge determined by their monthly consumption.
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FIGURE 1 – PROGRAMS IN THE EWR PORTFOLIO OFFERED 
IN 2020

DTE’s EWR Portfolio is designed to help reduce customer energy use by increasing 
customer awareness and use of energy-saving technologies. The program provides 
products and services such as rebates, tips, tools, strategies, and energy efficiency 
education to help customers make informed energy-saving decisions. 

Many of the 2020 programs were continuations of programs launched in prior years, but several new programs were also implemented. 
DTE continually works to offer EWR programs that ensure all customer segments are encouraged to participate. Programs are designed 
to capture electric and natural gas savings. For customers with only electric or only natural gas service, DTE made efforts to coordinate 
and align with other utilities so these customers could easily participate in energy efficiency program offerings across both fuel types.

Program Offerings
The EWR Portfolio includes offerings available to residential 
and C&I customers, pilot programs, and general education 
and awareness programs. The DTE evaluation, measurement, 
and verification (EM&V) function verifies net energy savings 
reported by the EWR Portfolio. The programs are managed 
by DTE program managers and operated by implementation 
contractors, primarily using local labor and products.

Each program offers a combination of energy efficiency 
products, customer incentives or rebates, and education. The 
following is an overview of each program category:

• Residential programs offer homeowners products, 
services, and rebates including appliance recycling; 
lighting; heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC); 
weatherization; home energy assessments; low-income; 
energy education; and behavioral programs.

• C&I programs offer businesses products; services; 
prescriptive rebates for specific equipment replacement 
such as lighting, boilers, pumps, and compressors; 
custom programs providing rebates per kilowatt-hour 
(kWh) of electricity savings or per thousand cubic feet 
(Mcf) of natural gas savings for a comprehensive system 
or industrial process improvement; and operational 
improvement programs.

• Pilot programs focus on new and emerging experimental 
programs to fit longer-term program portfolio needs, 
test the cost-effectiveness of emerging technologies, 
and assess customer adoption of new technologies and 
market acceptance of existing technologies using new 
approaches.

• Education and Awareness programs are designed to 
raise customer energy efficiency awareness to help save 
energy and reduce energy costs. A secondary objective of 
these programs is to raise awareness of the DTE website 
and other social media, which provide channels for 
customers to engage in specific EWR programs.

EWR programs require independent verification of utilities’ 
claimed energy savings. This work is performed by an 
independent EM&V contractor and must be performed to 
industry standards and guidelines developed by the Evaluation 
Workgroup of the MPSC Energy Waste Reduction Collaborative 
(EWR Collaborative). Guidehouse currently fills this role for 
DTE.

New program options continue to be added to the EWR 
Portfolio each year. Figure 1 lists the programs offered in 2020.

The following sections summarize each EWR program and 
provide a description, highlights, achievements, challenges, 
and overall program results from 2020.
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Residential Programs 
The objective of the Residential EWR programs is to increase customer awareness and demand for energy efficient products and services. 

In 2020, the Residential EWR programs used various marketing 
tactics and community outreach events to promote and inform 
customers of program offerings. These marketing tactics 
included specific program information conveyed through DTE’s 
website, email, social media, direct mail, bill inserts, newsletters, 
radio and television ads, billboards, advertisements in local 
newspapers, in-store events, and home shows. Furnace testing 
and replacement program options were continued in the Low-
Income segment. DTE adjusted rebate amounts to meet market 
demand and budget constraints. Details of each offering are 
provided in later sections of this report. 
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2020 DTE Gas Residential and Low-Income 
Programs Spending ($M)

 
2020 DTE Electric Residential and Low-Income 
Programs Spending ($M)

 
2020 DTE Gas Residential and Low-Income 
Programs Savings (MMcf)

 
2020 DTE Electric Residential and Low-Income 
Programs Savings (GWh)

CHART 10 – 2020 RESIDENTIAL AND LOW-INCOME PROGRAMS SPENDING AND VERIFIED 
NET SAVINGS
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In 2020, DTE’s Residential programs performed well. These programs achieved 256 GWh of 
verified net electric savings, which is 110% of the plan, and 951 MMcf of verified net gas savings, 
which is 109% of the plan. In a recent internal benchmarking study, DTE’s Residential programs 
ranked well with respect to cost-effectiveness and savings compared to other utility companies. 
Customer satisfaction was at 91% or higher for all but two programs in 2020. 

Chart 10 summarizes the electric and gas spending and verified net energy savings for all the 
2020 EWR Residential and Low-Income programs.
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2020 DTE Gas Residential and Low-Income Spend by Program ($24.5M)

 
2020 DTE Electric Residential and Low-Income Spend by Program ($58.4M)

 
2020 DTE Gas Savings by Residential and Low-Income Programs (951.1 MMcf)

 
2020 DTE Electric Savings by Residential and Low-Income Programs (255.5 GWh)

CHART 11 – 2020 SPENDING AND VERIFIED NET SAVINGS BY RESIDENTIAL AND LOW-INCOME PROGRAMS

Chart 11 summarizes the spending and verified net energy savings achieved by each Residential and Low-Income program in 2020.
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In 2020, over 626,000 electric customers and over 368,000 gas customers participated in the 
Residential programs.

Chart 12 summarizes the number of customers that participated in the Residential and Low-
Income programs in 2020.

CHART 12 – 2020 RESIDENTIAL AND LOW-INCOME CUSTOMER PARTICIPATION 
BY PROGRAM

 
2020 DTE Electric Residential and Low-Income Programs Participation (626,680)

 
2020 DTE Gas Residential and Low-Income Programs Participation (368,654)
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Appliance Recycling Program (DTE Electric Only)
The objective of the Appliance Recycling program is to produce cost-effective, long-term annual energy savings by promoting the early 
retirement and recycling of operable, inefficient appliances from DTE Electric households in an environmentally safe manner. 

16  The small appliance recycling offering was a pilot that concluded in Q1 2020.

Program Description
The program removes older inefficient working refrigerators 
and freezers and recycles 95% of the appliances. Customers can 
also recycle smaller appliances such as dehumidifiers, room air 
conditioners, small refrigerators, and small freezers when having 
a standard refrigerator or freezer picked up. 

Highlights 
• In 2020, the program had 27,152 electric participants. 

• Customers are now eligible to receive a $20 rebate for 
each refrigerator and freezer smaller than 10 ft3 that is 
recycled when picked up with a standard size refrigerator 
and freezer.

• DTE commercialized small appliance recycling in June 2020 
and customers are now eligible to recycle dehumidifiers, 
room air conditioners, small refrigerators, and small freezers 
when having a standard refrigerator or freezer picked up.16

Challenges 
• Finding a new retailer who sells and delivers new 

refrigerators and freezers while picking up the old units 
continues to be a challenge. Many national retailers prefer 
a nationwide recycling program instead of a local recycling 
program. 

• The number of reservations for appliance recycling pickup 
was lower in 2020 due to supply chain issues with new 
appliances at retailers. Many customers recycle their 

primary appliance; however, 
if they are unable to secure a 
new refrigerator, they will not 
participate in the program.

Accomplishments 
• Savings targets were nearly 

met for 2020.

• Staffing challenges in late 
summer led to longer wait 
times and increased customer 
dissatisfaction; however, the 
program was able to recover 
in the fall and winter. Overall 
satisfaction for the year was 
96%.

Collaboration Efforts 
• DTE collaborated with ABC 

Warehouse to pick up old 
refrigerators and freezers when delivering new ones. 

• DTE worked with Guidehouse to develop a workpaper to 
include refrigerators and freezers less than 10 ft3 in the 
Michigan Energy Measures Database (MEMD). These 
measures are included in the 2021 MEMD.

Lessons Learned 
• Providing staffing bonuses to individual crew members 

helps increase retention, resulting in more frequent 
appliance pickups.

• Ensure processes are in place to streamline the customer 
experience and that those processes are followed. 
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2020 DTE Electric Appliance Recycling 
Program Spending ($M)

 
2020 DTE Electric Appliance Recycling 
Program Savings (GWh)

CHART 13 – 2020 APPLIANCE RECYCLING PROGRAM SPENDING AND VERIFIED 
NET SAVINGS
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Spending and Verified Net Savings Results 
Chart 13 summarizes 2020 DTE Electric spending and verified net savings results for the 
Appliance Recycling program. 
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Audit and Weatherization Program (DTE Electric and DTE Gas)
The objective of the residential Audit and Weatherization (A&W) program is to motivate customers by offering rebates for the installation of 
qualified weatherization measures in their homes. 

Program Description
DTE expanded the A&W program to offer many diverse products 
and services to DTE customers. The following summarizes the 
program offerings:

• Home Performance (HP): Offers customers incentives for 
insulation, windows, HVAC, and air sealing measures. HP 
customers are encouraged to have a comprehensive energy 
assessment performed by a participating contractor listed 
on DTE’s website.

• Insulation and Windows (INWIN): Allows customers 
who do not wish to perform a comprehensive energy 
assessment to still receive rebates for insulation and 
window improvements. 

• Insulation and Windows Retail: Offers customers the 
opportunity to deliver savings for batt insulation and 
foamboard insulation by offering instant rebates. DTE is 
also piloting instant rebates for spray foam products at nine 
select The Home Depot stores in the DTE Electric and Gas 
territory and DTE Gas-only territory. 

Highlights
• In 2020, the program had 4,665 electric and 6,027 gas 

participants. 

• DTE continued to work on refining the rebate process for 
the INWIN and HP programs to decrease the cycle time of 
customer rebate checks. 

• Customers have demonstrated an increased interest in 
energy efficient replacement windows and home insulation 
upgrades. Customer surveys indicate a positive impression 
of the program and the rebate application process.

Challenges
• Many customers are still not 

searching for HP directly—they 
are searching for the specific 
improvements they think are 
needed.

• The comprehensive energy 
assessment is  st i l l  a 
complex offering, and the 
improvements suggested often 
require significant financial 
investment.

• Customers’ low interest in 
home air sealing continues to 
be a challenge to obtaining 
energy savings. 

• One challenge was system 
limitations in working with 
window contractors to implement an instant rebate 
solution. 

Accomplishments
• The rebate application processing cycle time was reduced, 

resulting in a 15% improvement compared to 2019. 

• DTE launched a midstream windows program that provided 
energy efficient window rebates to customers in a much 
shorter timeframe than its traditional downstream program. 

Collaboration Efforts
• DTE performed customer outreach by attending events with 

organizations such as Michigan Saves.

• The HP program’s online application tool used by 
participating contractors is shared with Consumers Energy, 
ensuring consistency for contractors. 

Lessons Learned
• Testing of new channels such as Retail and Midstream 

have been received with positive results. Continuing 
strong relationships with trade allies and DTE customers 
has been vital to collecting feedback and making program 
adjustments where necessary.
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CHART 14 – 2020 A&W PROGRAM SPENDING AND VERIFIED NET SAVINGS
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Spending and Verified Net Savings Results
Chart 14 summarizes the spending and verified net savings results for the A&W program.
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DTE Insight (DTE Electric and DTE Gas)
DTE Insight is an app to encourage customers to be more energy efficient and engaged by providing customers with feedback on their energy 
consumption, creating social competition, and using social norms.

17 The DTE Insight Energy Bridge is a hardware add-on that provides real-time energy usage information through the app. Once a customer receives their Energy Bridge in the mail, they must link it to their advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) 
meter to begin seeing real-time data in the app. 

Program Description 
The app allows customers to view their energy usage data on 
a monthly, weekly, and daily basis; set targets and budgets; 
and participate in behavioral challenges. The app also provides 
customers with tips for completing various home projects 
that can save customers energy and result in bill savings. By 
downloading and using the app, customers are empowered to 
better understand, manage, and control the energy that powers 
their homes. When paired with the Energy Bridge,17 the app 
allows customers to view their electricity usage in real time and, 
when paired with smart devices, allows customers to change 
thermostat settings, turn off lights, and manage electronics 
remotely. 

Highlights 
• More than 110,000 customers used the app in 2020.

• In 2020, the number of engaged users increased 29%, 
Energy Bridge requests increased 52%, and the customer 
base increased 42% compared to the prior year.

Challenges 
• The program continued to encourage energy savings when 

possible but more in the context of comfort while taking 
health and safety into consideration. Forecasting energy 
savings can be challenging. As a result, DTE invested in 
the development of an energy savings dashboard to better 
estimate average energy savings per participant.

• The lingering impacts of the 
COVID-19 pandemic made it 
more difficult for the program 
to support customers in the 
field and help resolve technical 
issues. So, DTE had to explore 
non-traditional approaches 
including developing more 
tools for the client service 
representatives and proactively 
reaching out to help customers.

Accomplishments 
• New features were added to 

the app including advisor cards, 
customer profiles, goal setting, 
and customized messaging 
based on the customer’s 
expressed values.

• In 2020, the DTE Insight app 
introduced automated transactional communications to 
help educate customers on how the app can be used to 
achieve a smoother onboarding and Energy Bridge setup 
process. 

• DTE revamped the challenges section of the app to increase 
customer engagement.

• DTE started sending helpful tips and reminders to 
customers on a weekly basis through push notifications, 
which resulted in a higher engagement level that was 
sustained throughout the year. 

• Response time for Energy Bridge requests was shortened 
from 2 days to 1 day.
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CHART 15 – 2020 DTE INSIGHT SPENDING AND VERIFIED NET SAVINGS
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Collaboration Efforts 
• Late in 2020, DTE established a collaboration with MIGreenPower18 to encourage and allow 

customers to enroll in MIGreenPower from within the Insight app.

• Throughout 2020, DTE Insight was part of more than 20 cross-promotional opportunities 
with other DTE programs. The DTE Insight app was featured in emails, mailer kits, letters, 
employee communications, press releases, blog posts, social media, and in various locations 
across the DTE website. To that end, Insight featured MIGreenPower, the DTE Interactive 
Home, and other programs in the app and marketing materials. 

Lessons Learned 
• Customer engagement appears to be related to the relevance of the app content and the 

freshness of the marketing content. Highlighting more relevant content in the app and 
providing fresh marketing content drives higher customer engagement.

• Analyzing the customer journey is helpful in identifying and resolving communication gaps.

• Identifying the types of customers most likely to download the app allows for more targeted 
marketing and higher adoption rates.

Spending and Verified Net Savings Results
Chart 15 summarizes the spending and verified net savings results for DTE Insight.

18 MIGreenPower is a simple and affordable program that enables DTE electric customers to reduce their carbon 
footprint by attributing more (up to 100%) of their energy use to Michigan-based wind and solar projects.
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ENERGY STAR Products Program (DTE Electric and DTE Gas)
The objective of the residential ENERGY STAR Products program is to increase the awareness and sales of high efficiency ENERGY STAR 
products among residential customers. 

Program Description 
The program was designed to spur customer interest by 
providing educational information and incentives to customers 
who purchase qualified ENERGY STAR equipment. The primary 
means used to accomplish this objective were in-store site visits, 
point-of-purchase material, and digital and email campaigns. 
Customers can also access instant rebates on qualifying products 
via DTE’s Marketplace website.

The program helps customers reduce the cost of being energy 
efficient by providing rebates or discounts on ENERGY STAR 
certified products. The program also provides upstream 
discounted LED light bulbs at over 400 retailer outlets. 
Midstream incentives on certified consumer electronics are 
provided for personal computers and monitors, advanced 
power strips, and room air conditioners. Downstream rebates 
are offered on certified appliances, such as clothes washers, 
clothes dryers, dehumidifiers, air purifiers, Wi-Fi and smart 
thermostats, and pool pumps. 

Highlights 
• DTE Electric offered $25 rebates for ENERGY STAR qualified 

clothes washers, dryers, dehumidifiers, and air purifiers. 
Wi-Fi-enabled and smart thermostats had $50 rebates and 
ENERGY STAR variable pool pumps had $350 rebates. All 
of these rebates were available to customers by mail or 
online application. In-store markdown discounts for LED 
bulbs were between $0.75 and $7.50 per bulb. Midstream 
consumer electronics incentives were $5 per qualified item, 
and midstream room air conditioner incentives were $25. 

• DTE Gas offered $25 rebates 
for ENERGY STAR-qualified 
clothes washers and dryers. 
Wi-Fi-enabled and smart 
thermostats had $50 rebates. 
All of these rebates were 
available to customers by mail 
or online application. 

• The downstream Appliances 
program provided rebates for 
approximately 11,400  gas and 
electric appliances.

• The midstream Consumers 
Electronics program provided 
incentives on over 5,000 
electronics. 

• The  DTE Marketp lace 
program provided rebates for 
approximately 85,000 items.

• The program achieved its 2020 targets.

Challenges 
• Due to ENERGY STAR testing guidelines, there were no 

television incentives or savings in 2020.

• Some customers reported challenges with receiving rebates 
and the application process.

Accomplishments 
• Instead of requiring customers to complete an online or mail-

in rebate application, DTE had room air conditioners offered 
via a midstream channel where the customer receives an 
instant markdown on the product. This transition resulted in 
an increase in rebated energy efficient room air conditioners 
from an average of about 250 to over 3,000.

• DTE pursued a variety of email marketing campaigns for 
the Marketplace, which helped the Company continue to 
provide offerings to customers.
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Collaboration Efforts 
• DTE pursued additional partnerships with independent hardware and grocery stores to 

increase access to rebated upstream LEDs for hard-to-reach customers.

• DTE partnered with The Home Depot to transition room air conditioners to the midstream 
channel.

• DTE partnered with retailers and manufacturers, including Costco Wholesale, Walmart, GE, 
and Lowe’s Home Improvement, on in-store lighting promotions that used end caps, special 
product placements, and special drop pallets.

Lessons Learned 
• Participating in the online Marketplace can help improve the marketing effectiveness for 

other EWR programs by helping to target the right customers, at the right time, with the 
right messaging. This campaign achieved two times the email open rate compared to the 
average email marketing campaign open rate.

• Offering midstream incentives is a successful channel for increasing participation.

• Suggesting an add-on promotional product to a customer’s initial cart on the Marketplace 
has been successful in increasing sales across a variety of energy efficient product types.

Spending and Verified Net Savings Results
Chart 16 summarizes spending and verified net savings results for the ENERGY STAR Products 
program. 
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Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning Program (DTE Electric and DTE Gas) 
The objective of the Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) program is to increase the demand for energy efficient heating and 
cooling equipment and high efficiency water heating equipment. 

Program Description 
The electric measures offered in the residential HVAC program 
include high efficiency central air conditioning units, Wi-Fi-
enabled thermostats, and electronically commutated motors 
(ECMs). Gas measures include high efficiency natural gas heating 
equipment, Wi-Fi-enabled thermostats, and water heaters. DTE 
developed and uses a network of well-informed and educated 
HVAC industry professionals who understand the benefits of 
energy efficient products.

The program serves residential customers in single and multifamily 
dwellings of less than three units who purchase new high 
efficiency central air conditioning units, high efficiency natural 
gas furnaces or boilers, or water heating equipment.

Highlights 
• In 2020, the program had 21,389 electric and 13,784 gas 

participants. 

• The DTE HVAC program was well-received by both 
homeowners and the participating contractors. Electric 
measures included Seasonal Energy Efficiency Ratio (SEER) 
15 and above central air conditioners, ECMs, Wi-Fi-enabled 
thermostats, heat pumps, and central air conditioning 
diagnostic tests and tune-ups.

• DTE expanded collaboration with the Consumers Energy 
Residential HVAC program through a combined rebate bonus 
promotion.

Challenges 
• The continued growth of midstream applications created 

challenges due to measures being offered in both a midstream 
and downstream delivery channel and the need to ensure 
customers did not receive incentives from both channels.

• The MEMD continues to exhibit 
a gap in how the use case and 
baseline requirements align 
with emerging best practices 
in the HVAC industry related 
to requiring replacement of an 
existing air source heat pump 
to be eligible for savings. More 
customers are replacing air 
conditioning systems with 
air source heat pumps and 
investing in ductless mini split 
technology, but these situations 
are not addressed in the MEMD.

• As heating and cooling 
technology continues to evolve 
with changing baselines and 
adjustments to rebate eligibility 
due to cost-effectiveness or 
other external factors, some 
customers can be confused when they do not receive a rebate 
for making an energy efficient purchase. 

Accomplishments 
• DTE continued to leverage its active trade ally network to 

maintain momentum in 2020.

• More than 29,000 HVAC customer applications were 
processed. 

• Electric measures continue to be a positive factor for the 
program.

• Introducing the furnace/air conditioner/thermostat combined 
promotion was successful in bolstering application volume 
during what is typically a slower time of year due to seasonal 
industry trends.

• The program continues to use the Contractor Performance 
Report Card for contractors to have greater visibility into 
their participation in the program.

• The HVAC midstream channel successfully onboarded 14 
distributors.
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Collaboration Efforts 
• Collaboration with Consumers Energy increased through initiatives such as the whole system 

bonus promotion, continued efforts on the Residential HVAC midstream program offerings, 
and a new online intake tool.

• Meetings were held virtually to inform and train the trade ally network. These meetings 
included furnace and air conditioner tune-up training to ensure a high quality of network 
awareness, expertise rollout training, combustion analysis furnace tune-up training, new 
contractor training, and one-on-one site training with trade allies.

Table 6 summarizes the collaboration efforts.

Lessons Learned 
• Contractors and customers continued to respond well to whole system incentives.

• Alignment between DTE and Consumers Energy helps reduce customer barriers to 
participating in the program.

• Having a single participation channel available to contractors is important to midstream 
success.

Spending and Verified Net Savings Results
Chart 17 summarizes the spending and verified net savings results for the HVAC program.
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Event Number of Events Attendance

New Contractor Trainings 23 85

Conferences 2 ~50,000

Tune-Up Trainings 12 ~120

TABLE 6 – HVAC PROGRAM COLLABORATION EFFORTS
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Home Energy Consultation Program (DTE Electric and DTE Gas)
The objective of the Home Energy Consultation (HEC) program is to provide a no-cost energy education program to all residential customers 
with a single-family home, duplex, or condominium. 

Program Description 
The program aims to produce immediate energy savings through 
the direct installation of energy-saving measures in the home.

An Energy Specialist does a basic walk-through of the home 
(which is known as an HEC) and creates a personalized home 
energy profile that shows where the home uses the most energy. 
During the walk-through, the energy specialist also identifies free 
products that can be installed in the home. Typical in-unit measures 
include LEDs, LED nightlights, energy efficient showerheads, 
energy efficient kitchen and bath aerators, advanced power strips, 
programmable and Wi-Fi thermostats, and pipe wrap insulation.

Highlights 
• Over 19,000 non-low-income HECs were completed 

throughout the DTE service territory in 2020. Low-income 
customers are included in the Low-Income program section 
of this report.

• The program achieved high customer satisfaction throughout 
the year.

• Close to 1,000 HECs were completed per week once the HEC 
program was back in the field after a two-month pause due 
to the COVID-19 pandemic.

• After being piloted in 2019, DTE added advanced power 
strips to the list of products offered through the program 
in 2020. 

Challenges 
• The program spent additional funding on marketing in 

2020 because traditional outreach, in-person marketing, 
was limited. 

• One of the main challenges for 
the HEC program is increasing 
demand in DTE’s western gas 
territory. To create higher 
visibility and awareness, the 
program produced a television 
commercial in 2020 to run in 
2021. 

• The program has been running 
since 2010, and the market is 
becoming saturated.

Accomplishments 
• Customer satisfaction was 100% 

for seven months in 2020 and 
averaged 99% for the year. As 
customers are staying home 
more, they are appreciative of 
the energy-saving advice and 
free products.

• The program implemented same-day rescheduling for 
appointments to fill in canceled appointments. DTE also 
attended drive-through events to recruit customers to 
participate in HEC.

Collaboration Efforts 
• To promote the HEC program, the DTE program team 

collaborated with the DTE Revenue Management and 
Protection to refer customers to the program. 

• The program collaborates with community groups to refer 
their constituents to schedule and complete an HEC. For 

each completed appointment, the community group (e.g., 
Girl Scouts, churches) receives a referral bonus.

• The program collaborates with the American Red Cross to 
install smoke alarms in homes that need them.

Lessons Learned 
• The program developed flexible strategies for planned 

marketing and communications. 

• The program is nimble—it can adapt and change processes 
to meet the needs of customers and employees. 
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CHART 18 – 2020 HEC PROGRAM SPENDING AND VERIFIED NET SAVINGS
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Spending and Verified Net Savings Results
Chart 18 summarizes the spending and verified net savings results for the HEC program. The 
results do not include low-income homes.  
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Home Energy Efficiency Kits Program (DTE Electric and DTE Gas)
The objective of the Home Energy Efficiency Kits (HEEK) program is to provide residential customers with a no-cost energy program to help 
them save money while producing electric and gas energy savings. 

Program Description 
The program mails a kit containing easy-to-install energy-saving 
measures to homes. The measures in the kit include LEDs, LED 
nightlights, energy efficient showerheads, energy efficient 
kitchen and bath faucet aerators, advanced power strips, and 
pipe wrap insulation.

Highlights 
• In 2020, the program had 45,361 electric and 28,335 gas 

participants. 

• The HEEK program removed the Energy Savvy survey 
in 2020 increasing program participation. In this survey, 
respondents entered information about their home and 
its characteristics; in return, they received energy savings 
information customized to their home’s energy needs. The 
program met its savings and participation goals ahead of 
schedule. This large influx of program activity required DTE 
and the implementation teams to coordinate and overcome 
a variety of challenges. 

Challenges 
• The increase in program demand and the cadence of that 

demand made it hard to validate, process, and fulfill kit 
requests. 

• Additional complexities in the validation and fulfillment 
of kits included additional manual verification, shipping 
challenges, and supply chain issues. 

Accomplishments 
• The HEEK program met demand that would otherwise be 

directed to the HEC program, which experienced a brief 
pause in operations in 2020. 

• The program doubled the kits it fulfilled over its projections 
from the beginning of the year.

Collaboration Efforts 
• There are no utility collaboration efforts for this program.

Lessons Learned 
• Maintaining quality is a focus, with implementors bringing 

fulfillment in-house by purchasing and operating their own 
warehouses and experimenting with different shipping 
materials to determine optimal packaging. 

• The program is reassessing its marketing needs considering 
the overwhelming demand for kits. 
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CHART 19 – 2020 HEEK PROGRAM SPENDING AND VERIFIED NET SAVINGS
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Spending and Verified Net Savings Results
Chart 19 summarizes the spending and verified net savings for the HEEK program.
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Home Energy Reports Program (DTE Electric and DTE Gas)
The objective of the Home Energy Reports (HER) program is to encourage select customers to be more energy efficient by providing them 
with feedback about their energy use, comparing their energy use to other similar homes and more efficient homes, and providing energy-
saving tips. 

19  These estimates represent verified net savings for the program.
20  Customer satisfaction scores reported here are unweighted and may not reflect scores reported in the final evaluation report.

Program Description 
The HER program offers printed and electronic reports that 
display a customer’s energy usage in comparison with the 
average energy usage of approximately 100 nearby similar 
homes and a second comparison with the customer’s most 
efficient nearby similar homes (the top 20%). The report also 
contains energy-savings tips and promotions for other energy 
efficiency programs. The customer is sent the HER via the USPS; 
an abbreviated email version of the HER is sent to customers 
with an available email address. Deemed energy savings are 
based exclusively on printed reports.

Highlights 
• In 2020, the program mailed HERs to more than 500,000 

customers throughout DTE’s service territory.

• Customers reduced their electricity consumption by an 
estimated 54,000 MWh and gas consumption by an 
estimated 217,000 Mcf.19

Challenges 
• A data validation issue resulted in some customers not 

receiving their HERs in 2020. 

Accomplishments 
• In April 2020, the HER program added a new wave of 

115,000 electric customers to meet the program year 
savings goals.

• Cus tomer  sa t i s fac t ion 
increased by 11% from 68% 
to 79%20 by the end of 2020, 
exceeding the satisfaction 
target of 72%. The increase in 
customer satisfaction may be 
related to a 2020 initiative that 
invited customers to provide 
more information about 
themselves or ask questions 
by calling the customer service 
center.

Collaboration Efforts 
• In 2020, DTE and Oracle 

discussed exploring a possible 
collaboration with SEMCO 
Energy Gas Company (SEMCO). 
A portion of SEMCO gas 
customers are also DTE electric 
customers. SEMCO started an 
HER program for a select group of its natural gas customers 
in 2020. Given there are approximately 28,000 DTE HER 
recipients in the shared service territory, the discussions 
are focused on possibly combining reports.  

• The HER program collaborates with other DTE programs 
by highlighting those program initiatives in the report. The 
Insight app received regular promotion throughout 2020.

Lessons Learned 
• Giving customers the ability to provide DTE with more 

information about their household appears to increase 
customer confidence in the content of the reports and may 
also increase customer satisfaction. 
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CHART 20 – 2020 HER PROGRAM SPENDING AND VERIFIED NET SAVINGS
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Spending and Verified Net Savings Results
Chart 20 summarizes the spending and verified net savings results of the HER program.
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Low-Income Program (DTE Electric and DTE Gas) 
The objective of the Low-Income program is to provide recommendations, direct installation of qualified EWR measures, and education to 
low-income DTE customers to assist them in reducing their energy use and managing their utility costs. 

Program Description 
DTE’s Low-Income program includes the Energy Efficiency 
Assistance (EEA) program, the Payment Troubled Customers 
Initiative (PTCI), and the Income-Qualified Heat Pumps Initiative 
as well as the low-income components of the Multifamily and 
HEC programs. The program leverages the services provided by 
member agencies of the Michigan Community Action Agency 
Association, municipalities, counties, public housing commissions, 
faith-based institutions, community development corporations, 
and nonprofit organizations with existing housing and energy 
programs. It also works with a select number of independent 
contractors when needed. This vast network of participating 
organizations offers comprehensive assistance and assists DTE 
in identifying qualified customers. The residential Low-Income 
program also includes customers residing in designated low-
income multifamily units. In 2020, the Low-Income program had 
10,926 electric and 12,273 gas participants.

DTE does not pay incentives directly to its low-income residential 
customers. Instead, the Low-Income program delivers incentive 
funding to these customers through a variety of in-kind services. 
The services include deep savings measures such as:

• Weatherization

• Furnace tune-up and replacement

• Insulation

• Water heater replacement

It also includes the replacement of inefficient refrigerators with 
ENERGY STAR model refrigerators in single-family homes and 
low-income multifamily dwellings, and in-home consultation 
and installation of energy efficient measures through the HEC 
program. 

Low-cost measures such as 
LEDs, pipe wrap, energy efficient 
showerheads, and faucet aerators 
are installed at no cost to low-
income multifamily tenants. The 
Low-Income Multifamily program 
expanded its measure offerings to 
include more expensive items such 
as refrigerators, also at no cost to 
the customer. Low-income property 
owners can also receive substantial 
rebates for a variety of measures. 
Rebates can be up to 10 times the 
amount of non-low-income rebates.

DTE launched the PTCI in 2020; this 
initiative aimed to help payment-
troubled customers better manage 
their energy burden through the 
coordinated combination of low-
income payment plans and energy 
efficiency services. This initiative is a 
partnership between DTE’s Revenue Management and Protection 
group and EWR services to offer targeted services to payment-
troubled customers. The EWR services are delivered through the 
EEA and Multifamily programs. 
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Highlights 

EEA
• New measures were added in 2020, including window air conditioning units, heat pump water 

heaters, tankless water heaters, Wi-Fi thermostats, and advanced power strips. These additions 
provided customers with more comprehensive efficiency upgrades.

• DTE was honored with an Inspiring Efficiency Impact Award at the 2021 Midwest Energy 
Solutions Conference for its work supporting the limited income community in Detroit through 
the EEA program. The Inspiring Efficiency Awards recognize Midwest leaders who deliver 
groundbreaking advancements in energy efficiency and the Impact award is presented to an 
organization that has made a significant and measurable impact based on their target market.

HEC
• The HEC program achieved high customer satisfaction throughout the year; satisfaction was 

100% for 7 out of the 10 months the program was in the field, with 99% overall satisfaction 
in 2020.

Multifamily
• The program doubled furnace rebates in the new construction segment. 

• The program added pool heaters as a new measure. 

• The program partnered with Lowe’s Home Improvement to add natural gas water heaters to 
the program in 2020. Old tank-style water heaters were replaced with new ENERGY STAR 
water heaters through Lowe’s as a subcontractor at no cost to the customer. 

Income-Qualified Heat Pumps
• High efficiency, whole home, cold climate heat pumps were installed in 40 multifamily and 

20 single-family homes with electric heat at no cost to the customer. 

• The program overcame customer recruitment challenges by collaborating with the EEA 
program partner agencies to recruit single-family customers with electric heat. 

PTCI
• DTE was successful in getting the initiative running in August 2020.

• In 2020, PTCI staff worked collaboratively with multiple partners and interveners to identify 
customers and provide targeted EWR services. 

• The initiative served 736 customers in 2020 (567 single-family and 169 multifamily), more 
than the target of 500 customers identified in the settlement agreement.

Challenges 

EEA
• Rebate amounts had to be adjusted due to limited supply options and to find partners willing 

to provide measures such as windows and refrigerators. 

Income-Qualified Heat Pumps
• The limited inventory of low-income single-family homes with electric baseboard heat  within 

DTE’s territory makes recruitment difficult. 

• Because heat pumps are not a drop-in replacement to homes with electric baseboard heat, 
the installation is more complex and costly. Some homes required expensive repairs or the 
addition of electric panels, further increasing the cost. 

PTCI
• As the initiative was rolled out, email served as the only means of engaging with customers 

(no direct mail); these communications were not co-branded with contractors, resulting in 
skepticism from customers.

• Reaching out to customers is a new practice for EEA contractors working on PTCI. Contractors 
have had to learn how to identify and reach out to eligible customers.

• Trying to find ways to get the initiative to work for multifamily customers has been 
particularly challenging given the Multifamily program is focused on working with property 
owners rather than tenants and the bulk of the energy savings are received by property 
owners rather than multifamily residents.

Accomplishments 

EEA
• EEA continued to build its network of partners and included Detroit 21, a group of nonprofits, 

which has led to reaching more customers in need.

• The implementer, Solutions for Energy Efficient Logistics (SEEL), pivoted to more intense 
virtual quality assurance/quality control of installation by partners, which helped resolve 
some of the IRAF issues seen in the Wave 1 field work. 

HEC
• In 2020, the program completed nearly 12,000 low-income HECs throughout the DTE service 

territory.

• DTE began conducting outreach events virtually instead of in-person, including attending 
drive-through events, approaching vehicles at food banks for recruitment. 
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Multifamily
• The program completed 3,646 direct install installations and 178 prescriptive projects.

• The program increased incentives for several lighting measures and for space heating boilers. 

Income-Qualified Heat Pumps
• Despite recruitment challenges, the program successfully installed high efficiency, whole 

home, cold climate heat pumps in 40 multifamily and 20 single-family homes with electric 
heat at no cost to the customer. 

• The new cold climate heat pump units were well-received by the customers and they 
appreciated DTE’s efforts to provide these units free of cost. 

PTCI
• The PTCI has been working to establish an approach to market the program through EEA 

partners to a specific demographic of EEA customers.

Collaboration Efforts 

EEA
• DTE is collaborating with Consumers Energy when a customer’s utilities are split between the 

two companies. Specifically, DTE is referring customers to participate in Consumers Energy 
programs for a more comprehensive efficiency upgrade for their home.

• DTE partnered with the Detroit Community Housing Network to upgrade efficiency measures 
in recently sold eligible housing. 

• DTE partnered with the City of Detroit to assist customers negatively impacted by COVID-19 
as part of the Detroit Community Health Corps program.

• The EEA program collaborated with DTE’s Revenue Management and Protection (RM&P) 
department to provide LED light bulbs at events to support customers negatively impacted 
by the COVID-19 pandemic.

HEC
• To promote the HEC program, the DTE program team collaborated with the DTE Revenue 

Management and Protection group to refer customers to the program. 

• The program collaborates with community groups to refer their constituents to schedule and 
complete an HEC. For each completed appointment the community group (e.g., Girl Scouts, 
churches) receives a referral bonus.

• The program collaborates with the American Red Cross to install smoke alarms in homes 
that need them.

Multifamily
• The program collaborates closely with Michigan Saves and edited its catalogue so 

multifamily customers can participate in low interest loans from Michigan Saves. There 
was no participation in 2020, but customers have the option to work with a Michigan Saves 
contractor to secure the right loan, ensure their project qualifies, and receive either a 0% 
or low interest loan. The incentive from the program is used to buy the interest down. The 
outreach team has begun promoting this part of the program to customers. 

• The program performs optional Level 1 property assessments for multifamily properties.  For 
those customers that have one DTE fuel and one Consumers fuel, recommendations from the 
assessment include rebates from both utilities. 

Income-Qualified Heat Pumps
• The program collaborated with Mitsubishi, a major mini-split, cold climate heat pump 

manufacturer, to understand the technology and review equipment sizing to ensure required 
heat pump models would be available to the program customers. This collaboration was 
especially important because cold climate heat pumps are not a drop-in replacement for 
homes with electric baseboard heat. 

• The program worked with the EEA program partner agencies to recruit single-family 
customers with electric heat, which were difficult to find. 

PTCI
• DTE has been collaborating with stakeholders throughout the rollout of the initiative, 

providing regular reporting to improve program design and delivery.

• DTE is also collaborating internally with Revenue Management and Protection to bring 
together multiple data sources to track key metrics.

Lessons Learned 

EEA
• The largest lesson learned was to be flexible—whether with the amount of contact during 

an installation process or switching measure models due to supply chain constraints, the 
goal is to do whatever is necessary to get people the help they need through the program. 

• Due to the pandemic, normal avenues of communication were not possible, so quick action 
needed to be taken to ensure that community agencies were kept up to speed regarding 
program activities and protocols. 

HEC
• The program learned quickly to pivot and be flexible in 2020. Sudden and new energy 

company and internal guidelines needed to be followed and adopted to keep the program 
running. 
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Multifamily
• Customers are interested in the low-income portion of the program because the incentives 

are higher and because trade allies are actively recruiting low-income projects. 

Income-Qualified Heat Pumps
• The program found that customers were reluctant to participate in the program if they had 

to pay for a portion of the heat pump installation cost. The program had to switch to paying 
100% of the equipment and installation cost to increase customer participation.

• Low- and medium-income homes with electric baseboard heat were difficult to find and do 
not represent a large portion of customers in DTE’s territory. 

• Heat pump equipment and installation cost was much higher for single-family customers 
than initially anticipated by the program. 

PTCI
• A need exists to develop a better strategy to ensure customers receive the full breadth of 

measures required for them to achieve the desired energy savings and make bills more 
affordable. The measures provided to customers in 2020 will not meet the desired levels 
for many customers.

• The initiative is better suited to single-family customers than customers living in multifamily 
buildings because DTE’s Multifamily program is focused on providing services that typically 
result in energy savings that reduce energy costs for property owners rather than tenants. 
While some property owners may choose to install new energy efficient equipment such as 
refrigerators in rental units, the types of measures provided to tenants in the Multifamily 
program are unlikely to make a meaningful impact on the affordability of customer bills.

Spending and Verified Net Savings Results
Chart 21 summarizes the spending and verified net savings results for the Low-Income program, 
which includes the EEA program (including PTCI and Income-Qualified Heat Pumps), and the 
low-income components of the Multifamily (including Income-Qualified Heat Pumps) and HEC 
programs. 
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CHART 21 – 2020 LOW-INCOME PROGRAM SPENDING AND VERIFIED NET SAVINGS
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Multifamily Program (DTE Electric and DTE Gas)
The objective of the Multifamily program is to produce energy savings in multifamily buildings with three or more units under one 
contiguous roof through the direct installation of energy-saving measures.

Program Description 
Typical in-unit measures include LEDs, LED nightlights, energy 
efficient showerheads, energy efficient kitchen and bath aerators, 
Wi-Fi thermostats, and pipe wrap insulation where the units have 
electric water heating. There is no cost to customers for the in-
unit installations. Energy efficiency education is also delivered 
at all phases of the project to property owners and managers 
and to individual tenants. Because the Multifamily program is a 
direct install program, tenants do not receive incentive payments.

The Multifamily program also has common area rebates (for 
HVAC, lighting, and envelope upgrades and other custom 
projects) and direct installations (including LEDs, incandescent 
exit sign bulb replacements, faucet aerators, and pipe wrap) for 
property owners. Typically, building owners receive rebates and 
are responsible for paying a portion of the cost of the installed 
common area measures. 

Highlights 
• The program completed 2,710 non-low-income direct install 

units and 72 prescriptive projects.

• The Multifamily program achieved its savings and budget 
goals in 2020. 

• The program achieved high satisfaction from tenants and 
property managers throughout the year. 

• The program added package terminal heat pumps, air source 
heat pumps, package terminal air conditioners, LED internal 
occupancy sensors, and vertical package HVAC units to the 
suite of products offered through the program. 

Challenges 
• Marketing efforts for the 

program are costly due to data 
purchases and face-to-face 
marketing.

• Due to the maturation of the 
program, market saturation 
has been a challenge for the 
direct installation of measures 
offered through the program. 

• Growing the trade ally network 
is a challenge. The program 
would like to grow the network 
with more diverse trade ally 
participation and see more 
trade allies adjust their sales 
model to account for and 
promote program incentives. 
More than fifty trade allies 
participated in the program in 
2020.

Accomplishments 
• The program concentrated on common area pipe wrap and 

steam traps in the second half of 2020 to meet savings 
targets.

• The program offered a double bonus on several lighting 
measures (interior linear LED, exterior high intensity 
discharge to LED, and interior and exterior mobile-based 
high intensity discharge to LED) in mid-July to increase 
participation with prescriptive lighting measures in common 
areas. 

• The program increased the incentives for space heating 
boilers. These bonuses helped the program achieve its goals 
for the year.
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CHART 22 – 2020 MULTIFAMILY PROGRAM SPENDING AND VERIFIED NET SAVINGS
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Collaboration Efforts 
• The program continued to collaborate with Consumers Energy in 2020. This collaboration 

involves monthly joint meetings and a joint annual meeting with trade allies to roll out the 
program at the beginning of each program year. The monthly meetings are a general forum 
to talk about what is going on in both programs, collaborate on direct install properties, and 
collaborate on marketing. 

• Consumers Energy started using the same online application as DTE. Trade allies can now use 
one website and portal to login for applications to both utility programs. Consumers Energy 
also began marketing DTE-specific measures. 

Lessons Learned 
• The program is nimble—it can adapt and change processes to meet the needs of customers 

and employees. 

Spending and Verified Net Savings Results
Chart 22 summarizes the 2020 DTE Electric and DTE Gas spending and verified net savings 
results for the Multifamily program. The results do not include low-income multifamily units or 
multifamily common areas.
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New Home Construction Program (DTE Electric and DTE Gas)
The objective of the New Home Construction (NHC) program is to promote construction of energy efficient homes in DTE service territory. 

Program Description 
Participating builders must achieve a Home Energy Rating Score 
(HERS) of at least 60 for a new construction home to be eligible 
for the program. Builders partner with participating HERS raters 
who confirm program requirements are met. Savings are claimed 
on the difference between modeled energy usage for a baseline 
home and the newly constructed efficient home. 

Builders are eligible for tiered incentives for specific measures 
including furnaces, water heaters, and air sealing techniques. 
Builders are also eligible for pay-for-performance incentives 
based on modeled energy savings. 2020 was the first full year 
of commercialization for the NHC program.

Highlights 
• In 2020, the program had 915 electric and 746 gas 

participants. 

• Builders can receive incentives up to $750 for a DTE Electric 
account, $1,000 for a DTE Gas account, and $1,400 for a 
combo DTE account.

• Builders that construct ENERGY STAR-rated homes are 
eligible for an additional incentive of $350. 

Challenges 
• Recruiting builders to construct ENERGY STAR 

certified homes was difficult because the checklists are 
comprehensive and require more steps for HERS raters to 
complete.

• Program staff had difficulty reaching builders for status 
updates or to respond to potential errors.

• This program is heavily 
influenced by economic 
factors, which could increase 
or decrease participation in 
a given year. Understanding 
builders’ forecasts for the next 
1-2 years can help to plan and 
mitigate risk.

Accomplishments 
• The number of participating 

builders increased from 25 in 
2019 to 40 in 2020. 

• The program maintains a 
healthy pipeline of builders, 
which was important in 
helping the program meet its 
2020 targets.

Collaboration Efforts 
• DTE developed co-branded material with Consumers Energy 

for customers served by both utilities.

• Consumers Energy and DTE collaborated to facilitate 
channeling of builders between their new construction 
programs. 

Lessons Learned
• Constant communication is critical to ensure effective 

program implementation.

• Maintaining a strong builder network and healthy 
pipeline can help to mitigate any potential dips in the new 
construction market.
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CHART 23 – 2020 NHC PROGRAM SPENDING AND VERIFIED NET SAVINGS
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Spending and Verified Net Savings Results
Chart 23 summarizes the 2020 DTE Electric and DTE Gas spending and verified net savings 
results for the NHC program.  
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Revolving Loan Fund Program (DTE Electric and DTE Gas)
The Revolving Loan Fund program is designed to serve customers not eligible to participate in the Low-Income program but still facing 
financial challenges in participating in other EWR programs. 

Program Description 
This program targets customers above 200% of the Federal 
Poverty Level (FPL) but below 300% FPL. In 2019, the program 
was only in Washtenaw County, but it expanded to include 
Wayne County in 2020. 

Customers with incomes over 200% FPL but less than 250% 
FPL have a customized grant/loan-split developed that allows 
the customer to make major energy efficiency upgrades and 
be annually cash flow neutral between the energy savings and 
the loan payment. Customers with incomes over 250% FPL but 
less than 300% FPL are provided a grant/loan split of 50% each. 

Highlights 
• In 2020, the program had 29 electric and 28 gas 

participants. 

• Projects were completed in both Washtenaw and Wayne 
Counties in 2020. Prior to 2020, the program was restricted 
to Washtenaw County using Habitat for Humanity as an 
implementer. 

• The program exceeded the kWh savings goal by 134% and 
achieved 88% of natural gas goals. The program completed 
31 projects, meeting its targeted number of projects.

Challenges 
• Onboarding Walker-Miller Energy Services (Walker-Miller) 

as an implementer in Wayne County has been challenging 
due to issues with the required paperwork for the program 
application process.

Accomplishments 
• Michigan Saves implemented 

continuous improvements 
to program application and 
implementation processes to 
give greater administrative 
responsibility to the agency 
partner. 

• The program implemented at 
least six efficiency measures 
per home, providing a 
comprehensive approach for 
customers.

Collaboration Efforts 
• Michigan Saves worked with 

Walker-Miller to engage 
customers in Wayne County.

Lessons Learned 
• Expanding partnerships can result in increased access to 

the program for residents in DTE’s service territory; the 
program was exclusive its first year (2019) to Washtenaw 
County, but expanded into Wayne County in 2020 through 
a new partnership with Walker-Miller. 

• The growth in the program resulted in a growing 
administrative burden for Michigan Saves. This issue was 
addressed by restructuring responsibilities and increasing 
communication between Michigan Saves and agency 
partners.
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CHART 24 – 2020 REVOLVING LOAN FUND PROGRAM SPENDING AND VERIFIED NET 
SAVINGS
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Spending and Verified Net Savings Results
Chart 24 summarizes the 2020 DTE Electric and DTE Gas spending and verified net savings results 
for the Revolving Loan Fund program.
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School Program (DTE Electric and DTE Gas) 
The School program’s objective is to develop a powerful culture of energy efficiency with K-12 school students, teachers, schools, and 
families throughout the DTE service territory in both the public and private sectors to deliver real, measurable energy savings.

Program Description 
The School program provides nontraditional opportunities to 
raise awareness and the adoption of energy efficiency measures 
and behaviors to help the environment. Each participating 
teacher and student received a kit filled with energy efficient 
technologies and a guide with information on energy resources 
and energy-saving tips. Students are instructed to install all 
products with adult supervision in their residence. Instructional 
materials have been designed to correlate with the State of 
Michigan English, Math and Science curriculum for fourth 
through sixth grade students, and the science and economics 
standards for seventh through twelfth grade students. 
Implementers provide educational materials through online and 
in-person delivery channels.

Highlights 
• The program developed and offered virtual components 

of the instructional materials, and delivered materials 
through three channels: Energy Champions independent 
e-learning course, in-person presentations, and pre-recorded 
presentations shown by the teacher.

• The program sent out a similar number of kits in 2020 
as compared with 2019. The program distributed 16,957 
combo kits, 10,162 electric-only kits, and 9,310 gas-only 
kits to students.

• The program improved the website by making it more user-
friendly, providing more concise information and making it 
more organized overall.

• The program developed a 
gamified presentation for 
secondary students, expanding 
the reach of the program 
and allowing more complex 
products to be introduced to 
participants. 

Challenges 
• The Think! Energy website 

had room for improvement 
and needed to be updated 
to include the changes made 
to the program due to the 
pandemic. As a result, DTE 
invested to improve the 
website, make it more user 
friendly, and update content 
to reflect pandemic-related 
program changes.  

• Unexpected school closures and fluctuations between 
virtual and face-to-face learning due to the pandemic 
impacted teachers’ abilities to distribute kits and participate 
in the program. Program staff responded by rapidly 
developing a pre-recorded presentation and independent 
e-learning course from the in-person presentation 
traditionally used.

• Verifying that kits had been sent home so that savings could 
be properly attributed was more challenging since teachers 
were not in direct contact with a presenter to redistribute 
kits as needed. Increased communication with teachers and 
limited shipments to homes allowed all kits to be placed and 
distribution confirmed.
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CHART 25 – 2020 SCHOOL PROGRAM SPENDING AND VERIFIED NET SAVINGS
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Accomplishments 
• The program adjusted its grant model to provide more funds to more teachers who were able 

to foster high engagement with the program.

• The program increased its delivery channels by adding virtual components and a home 
shipment option. 

• New virtual offerings made it easier for teachers to assign follow-up activities whether the 
initial presentation was in school or at home. The virtual offerings also helped the program 
expand to areas it could not cost-effectively reach with the traditional in-person program 
model.

Collaboration Efforts 
• The program has a formal relationship with the Detroit Public Schools district and provided 

kits to every fourth-grade student in the district.

• NEF now has a formal relationship with UPPCO as an independent collaborator. UPPCO was 
part of the Efficiency United21 School program but broke out the DTE School program from 
its portfolio to work with the program directly. This direct relationship allows NEF to cost-
effectively deliver more gas kits in the Upper Peninsula for DTE and allows for more program 
participants than when UPPCO was a part of the Efficiency United bundle. 

Lessons Learned 
• Incorporating the educational component of the program into district-mandated curriculum 

presented a problem. The implementer currently provides guidance on how to tie the program 
to Michigan state standards and coordinate with teachers on when to present material related 
to the School program to help overcome this challenge.

• Virtual options can be tailored for a variety of learning levels and styles which increased 
teacher satisfaction. 

• The School program provides marketing materials for other DTE programs, though there 
is not much channeling from other programs to the School program at this time. Because 
the program is limited to School participants, it is challenging to cross-market with other 
residential programs. However, there may be an opportunity to further explore and identify 
opportunities for increased channeling.

21 Efficiency United is a partnership between multiple energy providers to offer energy efficiency measures to 
residential and commercial customers across Michigan.

Spending and Verified Net Savings Results
Chart 25 summarizes the spending and verified net savings results for the School program.
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C&I Programs  
(DTE Electric and DTE Gas)
The goal of the C&I programs is to provide incentives that encourage customers to install 
energy efficient equipment to reduce their overall energy consumption and save on their 
energy bills.

DTE customers can take advantage of incentives for energy 
efficient upgrades tailored to reduce energy use in their 
business, improving their bottom line. The C&I programs 
offer customers incentives to replace existing equipment and 
fixtures with new energy efficient equipment and incentives 
for designing and building new or remodeling projects that are 
energy efficient.

The C&I programs are categorized under five platforms:

• The C&I Downstream Platform offers incentives 
to customers following the installation of prescriptive 
measures from the MEMD or nonstandard equipment 
and controls not contained in the MEMD. This platform 
includes the Prescriptive (including Multifamily 
Commercial, ENERGY STAR Retail Lighting) and Non-
Prescriptive programs.

• The C&I Midstream Platform offers a simplified 
marketing approach that targets equipment distributors, 
dealers, and manufacturer representatives and offers 
customers instant discounts at the time of purchase. This 
platform includes the Midstream Lighting, Midstream 
Food Service, and Midstream HVAC electric programs.

• The C&I Operational Platform consists of programs 
developed to control energy consumption through a 
systematic approach to identify and improve building 
deficiencies and processes. This platform includes the 
Retro-Commissioning, Strategic Energy Management, and 
Self-Direct programs.

• The C&I Small Business Platform provides small 
business customers with a path to energy savings and 
a means to begin their energy efficiency journey. This 
platform includes the Business Energy Consultation 
program.

• The C&I Emerging Measures and Approaches program 
promotes the installation of energy efficient technologies 
or delivery channel strategies to validate pilot programs 
recently commercialized and support new ideas or 
concepts that support DTE’s C&I program offerings.
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Key C&I marketing channels included DTE account managers responsible for assigned C&I business 
customer relationships, energy partnership and services’ energy managers, product knowledge 
workshops, and trade allies that market energy efficiency technology directly to customers. 
Other materials and mechanisms used to educate and drive awareness were the DTE Energy 
website, training seminars, technical support, press, and periodicals. Throughout the year, DTE 
made program presentations to customers; associations/organizations; city, state, and federal 
government agencies; and vendors, contractors, and engineering and architecture firms.  During 
2020, most of the program presentations, training sessions, and customer site visits were held 
virtually due to the State of Michigan stay-at-home orders. Customer and contractor feedback 
was generally positive regarding the virtual channel; many attendees were pleased with the ease 
of access to information.

For the Prescriptive and Non-Prescriptive programs, DTE used the same implementation contractor 
in 2020 as was used to implement the C&I EWR programs from 2009 to 2019, DNV. As the 
C&I implementation contractor, DNV provides operational support including application review 
and processing, rebate fulfillment, call center operations and tracking of results, and customer 
satisfaction surveys for the program. 

To encourage an equitable distribution of funds among as many DTE customers as possible, 
incentives are subject to annual limits and caps. Customers can receive payments up to the cap 
but not more than $1,000,000 per customer for electric customers and $300,000 per customer 
for natural gas customers within a single program year. To further ensure incentive funds are 
used by many customers, special offers also have funding participation limits and a time duration.

Table 7 displays the program year incentive limits. Actual payments per customer facility 
determine incentive limits regardless of whether the incentive is paid directly to the customer or 
to an intermediate party, such as the contractor performing the service for the customer.

DTE launched several special offerings in 2020 to create broader customer participation. These 
specials included commercial energy audits, enhancing the offer related to the Michigan Saves 
program, and boiler tune-ups and stream trap surveys.

In 2020, the C&I programs performed well, achieving 447.6 GWh of verified net electric savings 
(96% the 2020 plan of 468.2 GWh) and 1,107.6 MMcf of verified net gas savings (approximately 
17% more than the 946.4 MMcf plan).
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Electric Gas

Customer $1,000,000 $300,000

TABLE 7 – 2020 C&I INCENTIVE CAPS 
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Chart 26 summarizes the spending and verified net energy 
savings achieved by each C&I program in 2020 with the 
following assumptions:

• DTE Electric includes spending and verified savings for 
the Downstream Platform (Prescriptive, Multifamily 
Commercial, ENERGY STAR Retail Lighting, and Non-
Prescriptive); Midstream Platform (Midstream Lighting, 
Midstream Food Service, and Midstream HVAC); Operational 
Platform (Retro-Commissioning and Strategic Energy 
Management); Small Business Platform (Business Energy 
Consultation), and Emerging Measures and Approaches 
(includes Small Business Focus). Planned savings and 
spend for the Self-Direct program are discussed in the C&I 
Operational Platform section. 

• DTE Gas includes spending and verified savings for the 
Downstream Platform (Prescriptive, Non-Prescriptive, 
and Multifamily); Midstream Platform (Midstream Food 
Service); Operational Platform (Retro-Commissioning and 
Strategic Energy Management); Small Business Platform 
(Business Energy Consultation); and Emerging Measures 
and Approaches (includes Midstream HVAC Gas and Small 
Business Focus). No customers participated in the gas Self-
Direct option.

CHART 26 – 2020 C&I PROGRAMS SPENDING AND VERIFIED NET SAVINGS
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CHART 28 – C&I PROGRAM PARTICIPATIONCHART 27 – 2020 C&I PROGRAM SPENDING AND VERIFIED NET SAVINGS
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Chart 27 summarizes the electric and gas spending and verified net energy savings for the 2020 
C&I programs combined.

The C&I programs received 92% or higher customer satisfaction scores across all programs. In 
2020, 412,069 customer applications were processed within the C&I Electric and Gas programs.

Chart 28 summarizes the number of customers that participated in each of the C&I program 
categories. 

 
2020 DTE Electric C&I Spending ($M)

 
2020 DTE Electric C&I Savings (GWh)

 
2020 DTE Gas C&I Spending ($M)

 
2020 DTE Gas C&I Savings (MMcf)

 
2020 DTE Electric C&I Program Participation (409,458) 

 
2020 DTE Gas C&I Program Participation (2,614)
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C&I Downstream Platform
The C&I Downstream Platform offers incentives to customers following the installation 
of prescriptive measures from the MEMD or nonstandard equipment and controls not 
contained in the MEMD.
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Prescriptive Program (DTE Electric and DTE Gas)
The objective of the Prescriptive program is to provide predetermined measures and incentives to C&I customers for energy efficient 
equipment installation. 

Program Description 
These incentives were designed to encourage C&I business 
customers to install energy efficient measures in existing 
facilities to reduce overall energy consumption and save money 
on energy bills.

Prescriptive categories of energy efficient equipment cover 
numerous applications including but not limited to LED lighting 
and fixtures, control systems, HVAC, refrigeration, and food 
service equipment. Incentives apply to qualified equipment 
commonly installed in a retrofit or equipment replacement 
project and are paid based on the quantity, size, and efficiency 
of the technology installed. Prescriptive incentives take the form 
of rebates paid after the installation of eligible measures.

The Electric and Gas Prescriptive programs include more than 
400 prescriptive measures. Specifically, primary measures 
implemented include lighting fixtures, lamps, LED lighting 
systems and controls, motors and variable speed drives, food 
service and refrigeration equipment, air conditioning and 
ventilation equipment, boiler tune-ups, and other common energy 
efficient equipment. The savings and spend for commercial 
common areas of the Multifamily program and the ENERGY 
STAR Retail Lighting program are also included as Prescriptive 
components. 

Highlights 
• In 2020, the program had 2,091 electric and 621 gas 

participants. (not including participation in the commercial 
common areas of the Multifamily program and the ENERGY 
STAR Retail Lighting program).

• DTE launched the deemed 
measure worksheet, providing 
trade allies a way to suggest 
criteria for new measures for 
the Prescriptive program. This 
worksheet gives trade allies a 
voice in the types of projects 
the program incentivizes going 
forward and leads to better 
collaboration and buy-in from 
contractors. 

• The program added new 
measures including evaporator 
controls with demand defrost, 
process boiler sequencing, 
and outdoor air intake for air 
compressors, among others, 
in 2020. 

Challenges 
• The diversification of program offerings for C&I customers 

increases the number of channels in which customers may 
participate in the DTE programs.  Outreach, marketing, and 
customer support has increased the focus on customer 
marketing to ensure the delivery channels are clear to the 
customer. Customers require support to understand which 
program they are eligible for, which program will suit their 
needs best, and how to engage DTE staff with questions on 
their specific program. 

Accomplishments 
• DTE amended the interior LED lighting measures to reflect 

hours of use and enable customers and contractors to 
determine more appropriate incentive levels based on 
typical lighting usage. 

• The program increased the incentives for several measures, 
including economizers, floating head pressure controls, and 
attic roof insulation, among others.
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CHART 29 – 2020 PRESCRIPTIVE PROGRAM SPENDING AND VERIFIED NET SAVINGS
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Collaboration Efforts 
• DTE’s independent evaluation contractor, Guidehouse, 

developed a prototypical, web-based, hourly, utility electric 
data viewer, including temperature dependence plots, to 
help the implementation team remotely identify potential 
prescriptive measure opportunities at C&I premises.

Lessons Learned 
• DTE identified building/measure type combinations that 

may be good candidates for the MEMD based on actual 
projects implemented in 2020.

Spending and Verified Net Savings Results
Chart 29 summarizes the spending and verified net savings 
results for the Prescriptive program and includes the C&I portion 
of the Multifamily (MFCA) and ENERGY STAR Retail Lighting 
programs.

 
2020 DTE Electric C&I Prescriptive Spending ($M)

 
2020 DTE Electric C&I Prescriptive Savings (GWh)
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Non-Prescriptive Program (DTE Electric and DTE Gas)
The Non-Prescriptive program promotes the installation of energy efficient technologies among DTE’s customers. 

Program Description 
The program’s components include custom measures and 
requests for proposals. The program provides incentives to 
customers for measures installed in qualified projects that are 
less common or more complex than Prescriptive measures. As 
with Prescriptive incentives, the custom incentive payment 
occurs after the equipment is installed and operational at the 
customer location.

The objective of the Non-Prescriptive program is to provide 
customized incentives to C&I customers for the installation of 
innovative and unique energy efficiency equipment and controls 
that decrease electricity or gas consumption. Examples of Non-
Prescriptive program measures implemented during 2020 
include energy management system controls, energy efficient 
motors and variable frequency drives, industrial process 
equipment improvements, and custom lighting projects with 
extended hours of use. Measures not eligible for an incentive 
include fuel switching (i.e., electric to gas, or gas to electric); 
changes in operational or maintenance practices or simple 
controls modifications not involving capital costs; onsite 
electricity generation; and projects that involve peak shifting 
but no kWh savings, renewable energy, or those in which the 
payback did not meet the Non-Prescriptive requirements.

Measure incentives were based on the estimated energy savings 
for the first 12 months. The Electric Non-Prescriptive program 
incentive was $0.05 per kWh. The Gas Non-Prescriptive program 
incentive was $3.50 per Mcf. To qualify for the incentive, projects 
required a 1- to 8-year simple payback for electric and a minimum 
of 1-year simple payback for both gas and electric projects, and a 
maximum of 8-year payback for electric-only projects. Incentives 
are capped at 50% of the total project cost.

 

Highlights 
• In 2020, the program had 832 electric and 

183 gas participants. 

• DTE made improvements to the approval 
process for Non-Prescriptive applications, 
allowing faster turnaround times for 
custom projects.

Challenges 
• The diverse number of program offerings 

for C&I customers should be marketed to 
various customer segments as applicable. 
The DTE C&I program portfolio offers 
a wide range of programs for all sized 
businesses, from the very small to the 
large industrial customers. Outreach, 
marketing, and customer support is critical 
to help business customers understand 
which program will best serve their 
needs. Increased customer education 
and awareness is necessary to assist customers with 
determining which programs they are eligible for.

Accomplishments 
• The program increased the proportion of non-lighting 

savings.
• DTE improved engineering oversight for high complexity 

projects. 
• DTE continued to maintain a relevant trade ally directory.

 
 
 

Lessons Learned 
• Hours of use differences for different spaces within a facility 

can result in adjustments to project savings.

• Robust project documentation for complex projects, 
including a detailed project overview, is recommended for 
quality control.
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CHART 30 – 2020 NON-PRESCRIPTIVE PROGRAM SPENDING AND VERIFIED NET SAVINGS
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Spending and Verified Net Savings Results
Chart 30 summarizes the spending and verified net savings results for the Non-Prescriptive 
program.
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C&I Midstream Platform
The C&I Midstream Platform offers a simplified marketing approach that targets 
equipment distributors, dealers, and manufacturer representatives to encourage 
participating distributors to stock more energy efficient products and offer customers 
instant discounts at the time of purchase.
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Midstream Lighting Program (DTE Electric)
The Midstream Lighting (MSL) program targets C&I customers of all sizes. The primary goals of the program is to achieve energy savings 
through the sale of discounted energy efficient lighting and lighting control products to C&I customers in the DTE service territory, increase 
customer satisfaction with DTE’s EWR programs and DTE overall, and encourage participation in additional DTE EWR programs.

Program Description 
To achieve these goals, the MSL program works with commercial 
lighting distributors across the state to offer discounts on energy 
efficient lighting products. Incentives encourage energy savings 
by allowing customers to receive instant rebates on energy 
efficient lighting measures, including a variety of different LED 
lamp types and occupancy sensors. By reducing the purchase 
price of energy efficient lighting products at the register 
instead of requiring an application or scheduled appointment 
to participate, DTE hopes to capture program participation for 
customers that might not participate in other DTE C&I programs.

Highlights 
• In 2020, the program processed 9,684 projects. 

• Midyear changes to incentive amounts due to portfolio-wide 
leveling was unpopular, but end-of-year incentive bonuses 
to key measures helped recoup savings. 

• Ongoing communications with distributors were well-
received. Distributors reported that DTE did an excellent 
job of making them feel cared about as individuals and not 
just businesses. 

Challenges 
• The leveling of lighting incentives across DTE programs 

was not well-received by all distributors because some 
incentives were reduced. Ensuring distributors understood 
why it was happening and that their concerns were being 
heard was a priority. 

• The launch of the Business 
Marketplace pilot required 
careful handling to ensure 
d is t r ibutors  were  not 
being undercut. Involving 
distributors in the design 
process was crucial.

Accomplishments 
• Given the larger context of 

the pandemic and related 
shutdowns, high savings levels 
were accomplished. 

• While reforecasting became 
necessary midway through the 
year, the program achieved a 
high level of savings for the 
year. 

• Staying flexible with program 
design through efforts such 
as instituting limited-time savings bonuses helped ensure 
the program could respond to market changes and better 
support distributors. 

Collaboration Efforts 
• Limited collaboration efforts were available in 2020.

 

Lessons Learned 
• Communication with distributors is key—ensuring 

distributors feel engaged and heard means they stay 
engaged with the program. 

• Allowing flexibility with the program design (e.g., the 
October bonuses enacted in 2020) can help the program 
respond to a variety of market trends. 
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CHART 31 – 2020 MSL PROGRAM SPENDING AND VERIFIED NET SAVINGS
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Spending and Verified Net Savings Results
Chart 31 summarizes the 2020 DTE Electric spending and verified net savings results for the 
MSL program.  

2020 DTE Electric MSL Spending ($M)
 
2020 DTE Electric MSL Savings ($M)

 
$5.1

 
$52.1

 
$4.3

 
$54.8
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Midstream Food Service Program (DTE Electric and DTE Gas)
The Midstream Food Service program uses a simplified marketing approach to target food service cooking equipment distributors that 
provide a point of purchase incentive to the customer for purchasing and installing energy efficient, certified food service equipment.

Highlights 
• In 2020, the program processed 330 projects. 

• A partnership with a predominant food service sales 
software has streamlined the program on the distributor 
side, making it easier for distributors to keep track of what 
rebates are available. 

• Changes in outreach methods and ensuring inquiries were 
not strictly business was well-received by distributors, 
who reported that it helped strengthen their working 
relationship with DTE. 

Challenges 
• Frequent staff turnover for end customers and distributors, 

as well as a new implementation contractor for the program 
year, caused difficulties. Some confusion over lists of 
qualified measures led to distributors offering rebates on 
nonqualified equipment. 

Accomplishments 
• Adding a national distributor allowed a large project with 

Detroit Public Schools to move forward and captured one-
third of total electric program savings for the year. 

• DTE launched a new customer-facing website in the second 
half of the year. 

Collaboration Efforts 
• Of food service equipment 

sales, 95% go through a 
third-party food service 
sales software. All purchases 
qualifying for the program 
will now include a marker in 
the software that rebates may 
be available, ensuring that 
distributors are aware of all 
possible qualifying measures. 

• Large projects with Detroit 
Public Schools and Meijer 
grocery stores helped ensure 
program savings goals were 
reached. 

Lessons Learned 
• Across the border (i.e., Ohio, 

Wisconsin, and Windsor) 
equipment sales and used equipment comprises a larger 
than average proportion of sales in the DTE region. Market 
research is underway to evaluate the used sales, and DTE 
is pursuing adding distributors outside of Michigan to the 
program. 

• Flexibility is key across all aspects of the program. DTE 
successfully adapted communication channels and 
outreach methods. DTE adapted incentives and measures 
to the changing market to ensure the program remains 
comprehensive. 
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Spending and Verified Net Savings Results
Chart 32 summarizes the 2020 spending and verified net savings results for the Midstream Food 
Service program.

CHART 32 – 2020 MIDSTREAM FOOD SERVICE PROGRAM SPENDING AND VERIFIED NET 
SAVINGS

 
2020 DTE Electric Midstream 
Food Service Spending ($M)

 
2020 DTE Electric Midstream 
Food Service Savings (GWh)
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Food Service Spending ($M)
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Midstream HVAC Program (DTE Electric)
The Midstream HVAC Electric program was designed to increase the market share of efficient HVAC systems, accelerating the adoption of 
rooftop air conditioning by providing streamlined incentives to distributors, who in turn leverage their sales and outreach capabilities. 

Program Description 
The program is designed to test and expedite a simple solution 
for C&I customers, providing an instant discount at the point of 
sale with the distributor. Paperwork is virtually eliminated for 
the end use customer and DTE. DTE commercialized the electric 
Midstream HVAC program on August 1, 2019.

Highlights 
• In 2020, the  Midstream HVAC program processed 421 

projects. 

• Water source heat pumps were successfully added to the 
program, and four projects were completed over the course 
of the program year. Completing four projects is especially 
successful given that water source heat pumps had been 
available in the C&I Downstream Platform programs for 
some time without any projects being completed. 

• The number of participating distributors has tripled from 
eight in 2019 to 25 in 2020.

Challenges 
• DTE is investigating potential new opportunities across the 

program. Water source heat pumps required significant 
research prior to launching in 2020.

• Turnover in distributor staff resulted in inconsistent points 
of contact and a need for continual onboarding.

Accomplishments 
• The addition of water source heat pumps has been 

successful. While heat pumps were available in the C&I 
Downstream Platform, no incentives had been redeemed 

and no projects completed. 
When distributors were 
informed of the upcoming 
addition of this measure 
to the Midstream HVAC 
program, several projects were 
submitted for consideration, 
one within a month of launch. 

• Distributor outreach and 
onboarding was effective, with 
the number of participating 
distr ibutors more than 
doubling from 11 in the start of 
2020 to 25 at the start of 2021.

Collaboration Efforts 
• Much of the research efforts to 

add heat pumps to the program 
were the result of collaboration 
with other programs and 
industry-specific data. Historical knowledge from other 
programs ensures all considerations are taken into account 
in the program design and provides practical insights on 
how to successfully launch new measures.

Lessons Learned 
• DTE updated forecasting strategies to account for new 

measures. Efforts are underway to work with distributors 
to better understand the status of each project to ensure 
there is an effective margin of safety in forecasting and 
to account for any risk of projects remaining incomplete. 
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CHART 33 – 2020 MIDSTREAM HVAC PROGRAM SPENDING AND VERIFIED NET SAVINGS
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Spending and Verified Net Savings Results
Chart 33 summarizes the 2020 spending and verified net savings results for the Midstream 
HVAC program.  

2020 DTE Electric Midstream 
HVAC Spending ($M)

 
020 DTE Electric Midstream 
HVAC Savings (GWh)
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C&I Operational Platform 
The C&I Operational Platform consists of programs developed to control energy 
consumption through a systematic approach to identify and improve building deficiencies 
and processes.
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Retro-Commissioning Program (DTE Electric and DTE Gas)
The Retro-Commissioning program targets commercial buildings by providing a detailed energy audit and evaluation that identifies 
operational low-cost or no-cost recommendations. 

Program Description 
Property managers and building owners can implement 
these recommendations and reduce their operational energy 
consumption. Customers are expected to have a building 
management system, to provide a nominal commitment, and 
to implement recommendations that have an 18-month simple 
payback or less. The Retro-Commissioning evaluation report also 
provides customers with recommendations for energy efficient 
capital investments they can implement and receive an incentive 
through the Prescriptive or Non-Prescriptive programs.

Highlights 
• In 2020, the program had 19 participants. 

• DTE developed a virtual verification track focused on 
using advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) data to 
identify energy-saving opportunities for medium to large 
commercial customers. 

Challenges 
• Customers that did not have in-house capabilities to make 

changes to their building management system required help 
from contractors and service providers to visit the facilities 
to make these changes. 

Accomplishments 
• The program achieved its goals by adapting from a hands-

on approach to a virtual audit-based approach to identify 
cost-effective operational savings. 

• The program’s participants 
included some customers 
that also participated in 
2019. These customers 
were interested in achieving 
additional operational savings 
because they had a positive 
experience from participating 
in 2019. 

Collaboration Efforts 
• DTE  imp lemented  an 

operational bank to encourage 
customers to participate in 
its Prescriptive program. For 
every kWh and therm saved 
from participating in the 
Retro-Commissioning program, 
DTE offered customers an 
additional bonus rebate of 
$0.01 and $0.10, respectively. Customers can use this 
bonus to obtain additional rebates for participating in the 
Prescriptive program. This approach ensured collaboration 
between the programs and provided additional incentives 
for customers to participate in both programs.

• DTE collaborated with chambers of commerce, local 
municipalities, the Building Owners and Managers 
Association, and Detroit 2030 to increase program 
awareness. 

• DTE leveraged tools developed during the Find and Fix 
Compressed Air pilot to offer leak surveys to industrial 
facilities. This effort helped to reduce facilities’ energy use 
by approximately 500,000 kWh. 

Lessons Learned 
• DTE identified small commercial customers as a new 

customer segment to target during 2021 to help grow its 
project pipeline. 

• Customers appreciated the program offering an express 
path where contractors audit and make operational 
changes to the site during a single visit. This quick audit 
added flexibility to serve customers that did not require a 
comprehensive energy audit. 
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Spending and Verified Net Savings Results
Chart 34 summarizes the Retro-Commissioning program’s spending and verified net savings.

 
2020 DTE Electric Retro-
Commissioning Spending ($M)

 
2020 DTE Electric Retro-
Commissioning Savings (GWh)

 
2020 DTE Gas Retro-
Commissioning Spending ($M)
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Strategic Energy Management Program (DTE Electric and DTE Gas)
The Strategic Energy Management (SEM) program provides technical support and financial incentives for customers interested in moving 
beyond project-by-project energy savings to managing energy continuously in a holistic approach through SEM. This program offers up to 
24 months of technical support plus unique incentives. 

Program Description 
The incentives are paid on verified operational changes primarily 
involving process related  systems that result in energy use 
reductions. 

Highlights 
• In 2020, the program had 53 participants. 

• The program started offering virtual audits to access 
a customer’s building management system virtually to 
identify opportunities for energy savings.  

• The program’s participants included customers that also 
participated in 2019. They were interested in achieving 
additional operational savings because they had a positive 
experience from participating in 2019. 

Accomplishments 
• The program achieved and surpassed its goals by adapting 

from a hands-on approach to a virtual audit-based approach 
to identify cost-effective operational savings. 

• DTE built a pipeline of projects to position the program for 
success in 2021 and 2022.

Collaboration Efforts 
• DTE  imp lemented  an 

operational bank to encourage 
customers to participate in 
its C&I Prescriptive program. 
For every kWh and therm 
saved from participating 
in the SEM program, DTE 
of fered customers  an 
additional bonus rebate of 
$0.01 and $0.10, respectively. 
Customers can use this bonus 
to obtain additional rebates 
for participating in the C&I 
Prescriptive program. This 
tactic ensured collaboration 
between the programs and 
provided additional incentives 
for customers to participate in 
both programs. 

Lessons Learned 
• AMI data-based analytics present a significant energy-

saving opportunity for C&I customers in DTE’s territory. 

• Virtual energy audits provided by the program ensured 
more customers could participate in the program without 
the need for in-person site visits. 
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Spending and Verified Net Savings Results
Chart 35 summarizes the 2020 spending and verified net savings results for the SEM program.

CHART 35 – 2020 SEM PROGRAM SPENDING AND VERIFIED NET SAVINGS
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Self-Direct Program (DTE Electric and DTE Gas)

22  The waiting period in months is equal to the total rebate amount divided by the current month’s EWR surcharge.

Program Description 
In this program, DTE C&I customers are able to choose to self-
direct and implement their own EWR plan. In 2020, three 
electric customers applied to the Self-Direct program. The 
main features of the Electric and Gas Self-Direct programs are 
similar. Customers who choose to self-direct are exempt from the 
mandatory EWR electric surcharge(s), except for the portion of 
the surcharge that funds the Low-Income program and the cost 
to administer the program.

For its 2020 Self-Direct program, DTE Electric placed a bill 
message on all commercial customer bills notifying them about 
the program and how to subscribe to the program. All existing 
self-directed customers were sent personalized letters to inform 
them it was time to reapply. Account managers followed up with 
a phone call after the letters were mailed to address customer 
questions. Program information was placed on the DTE website 
along with the required energy plan templates for customers to 
use to apply to the program.

DTE Gas established a Self-Direct program for C&I End Use 
Transportation (EUT) customers in 2013. A bill message 
was placed on all EUT customer bills notifying them about 
the program and how to subscribe to the program. Account 
managers followed up with a phone call after the letters were 
sent out to address customer questions. Program information 
and the required energy plan templates for customers to use to 
apply to the program were placed on the DTE website. No EUT 
customers participated in this offering in 2020.

Highlights
• Three electric customers participated in the 2020 Electric 

Self-Direct program.

• No gas EUT customers 
participated in the 2020 Gas 
Self-Direct program.

• To be eligible, customers must 
have an annual peak demand of 
1 MW or greater per single site 
or annual peak demand of 5 
MW or greater per aggregated 
sites of customers.

• Customers cannot include sites 
or accounts that have received 
an EWR rebate or incentive 
from an electric provider and 
are within the calculated 
waiting period in a Self-Direct 
plan.22

• If the waiting period lapses 
after the Self-Direct plan 
filing deadline but before the 
Self-Direct plan year begins on January 1, a customer may 
include those sites or accounts during the upcoming plan 
period.

Lessons Learned
• Customers adhere to the program requirements, submitting 

plans and annual reports.

• Account managers assist in communication to customers.

• DTE Gas spending and savings are not applicable because 
no EUT customers chose to participate in Gas Self-Direct 
program.

Challenges
• DTE has experienced challenges communicating the 

program requirements to applicable customers.

• Self-direct participants often require DTE assistance to 
complete customer annual reports.

Accomplishments
• All three customer’s reports were received on time.

• All three customers reported meeting or exceeding their 
energy savings goal.
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CHART 36 – 2020 C&I SELF-DIRECT PROGRAM SPENDING AND VERIFIED NET SAVINGS
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Collaboration Efforts
• DTE collaborated with Consumers Energy on the reporting requirements to ensure program 

consistency.

Spending and Verified Net Savings Results
Chart 36 summarizes the C&I Self-Direct program’s spending and verified net savings.

 
2020 DTE Electric C&I Self-Direct 
Spending ($M)

 
2020 DTE Electric C&I Self-Direct 
Savings ($M)

 $0.1

 
$3.1

 
$0.2

 
$3.1
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C&I Small Business Platform
The Small Business Platform provides small business customers with a path to energy 
savings and a means to begin their energy efficiency journey.
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Business Energy Consultation Program (DTE Electric and DTE Gas)
The Business Energy Consultation (BEC) program targets small business customers by providing a walk-through energy assessment 
evaluation, 3 to 6 prescriptive direct install measures such as a programmable thermostat or LED screw-in lamps, and a report outlining the 
findings of the walk-through evaluation. 

Program Description 
The BEC energy assessment report provides customers with 
leading practice energy efficiency recommendations as well 
as information on incentives and next steps. Upon completion 
of the assessment and report, the program uses a concierge 
model to help customers complete their project. The program 
staff provides additional resources by assisting with finding a 
Trade Ally and/or financing. The goal of the program is to create 
engagement with energy efficiency by providing an easy-to-
follow process and eliminating barriers for customers who have 
little to no energy experience.  

Highlights 
• In 2020, the program had 531 electric and 990 gas 

participants. 

• The BEC program completed its first full year of 
administering a trade ally offer to small business customers. 
This component allows electric customers to complete 
lighting projects beyond the suite of direct install measures 
provided.

• With the introduction of a trade ally network, the BEC 
program created market-specific strategies and rebates to 
provide a seamless and tailored approach. 

Challenges 
• The BEC program struggles to connect with non-direct 

install gas customers, a customer group that has proven 
difficult to engage.

• During 2020, it was difficult 
to gain entry to customer 
premises to conduct audits due 
to pandemic-related concerns. 

• Upon completion of the audit, 
many customers do not have 
the capital to move to the next 
step and implement an energy 
efficiency project.

• The addition of a Trade Ally 
network has introduced new 
processes for the team to 
implement.

• As the program matures, a 
lack of awareness of energy 
efficiency and doubt about 
potential energy bill savings 
has continued to be a barrier 
for many customers. 

Accomplishments 
• The BEC Direct Install component continues to hit high 

realization rates.

• In 2020, the BEC Direct Install component of the program 
reached 94% satisfaction, an increase of three percentage 
points since 2019. The Trade Ally component reached 100% 
satisfaction in its first full year of commercialization. 

• In 2020, over 150 customers submitted rebate applications 
for the BEC Trade Ally program.

• DTE streamlined rebate and project completion processing 
through the creation of a digital platform for contractors to 
receive leads and project information.
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Collaboration Efforts 
• BEC has partnered with the Small Business Association of Michigan (SBAM) on small business-

focused webinars, program marketing, and the promotion of emerging pilots. SBAM has also 
offered customer leads to the BEC program. 

• For customers who are too large for BEC, DTE implemented a new process to share leads with 
the Downstream Platform contractor and/or DTE’s Energy Partnership team.

Lessons Learned 
• Understanding the customers being served and providing a segment-specific approach is 

imperative to a successful and strategic marketing approach. 

• Continuing to implement a 100% quality control procedure for all projects ensures savings 
accuracy in reporting. 

• Engaging customers past direct install takes a considerable amount of time and effort. 
The team utilized best practices for communication to reduce handoffs and overall rebate 
processing time, resulting in a cycle time of 14 days from QA/QC.

• Meet customers where they are – in 2020, that was mostly virtual. The BEC program offered 
several webinars and virtual opportunities for engagement with EWR.

Spending and Verified Net Savings Results
Chart 37 summarizes the BEC program’s spending and verified net savings.

 
2020 DTE Electric BEC Program  
Spending ($M)

 
2020 DTE Electric BEC Program 
Savings (GWh)

 
2020 DTE Gas BEC Program 
Spending ($M)

 
2020 DTE Gas BEC Program 
Savings (MMcf)

 
$2.7

 
$0.6

 
$1.8

 
$1.2
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C&I Emerging Measures and Approaches Program (DTE Electric and DTE Gas)
The C&I Emerging Measures and Approaches (EM&A) program promotes the installation of energy efficient technologies or delivery channel 
strategies that have recently been commercialized in DTE’s C&I programs offerings. 

Program Description
In 2020, the EM&A program consisted of the Midstream HVAC 
Gas program and Small Business Focus program. 

The Midstream HVAC program was designed to increase the 
market share of efficient HVAC systems, accelerating the adoption 
of boilers by providing streamlined incentives to distributors, 
who in turn leverage their sales and outreach capabilities. The 
program is designed to test and expedite a simple solution for 
C&I customers, providing an instant discount at the point of sale 
with the distributor. Paperwork is virtually eliminated for the 
end-use customer and the energy company. DTE commercialized 
the Midstream HVAC Gas program on March 1, 2020.

Small Business Focus (SBF) is similar to the BEC program and 
targets small business customers by providing an energy 
assessment, installation of direct install measures, and a 
final energy assessment report outlining energy efficiency 
best practices. The SBF energy assessment report provides 
recommendations and next steps for the customer to implement 
their project. The program aims to connect customers with 
trade allies who will complete the project and submit a rebate 
application on the customer’s behalf. 

Highlights 
• In 2020, the Midstream HVAC program had 53 gas 

participants. 

• The Midstream HVAC program was launched successfully 
due to the efforts and connections of the implementer. DTE 
launched the program without piloting and surpassed initial 
savings estimates for condensing boilers. 

• In 2020, the SBF program had 1,085 electric and 655 gas 
participants. 

• With the introduction of a 
trade ally network, the SBF 
program created market-
specific strategies and rebates 
to provide a seamless and 
tailored approach. 

Challenges 
• Midstream HVAC condensing 

boilers were the first measure 
added to the Midstream 
and Downstream Platforms 
simultaneously, which required 
careful handling to ensure 
projects were not receiving 
rebates from both programs.

• Due to pandemic restrictions 
within the state of Michigan, 
the Midstream HVAC program 
was not implemented until June 1, 2020. The delayed launch 
resulted in a shortened program year to gain lessons learned 
and experience.

• The SBF program is working to gain new trade allies who 
have not participated with DTE EWR programs. 

• Creating the program tools and processes necessary 
required significant IT assistance.

• Managing a new program staff virtually (safety, program 
training, etc.) during the pandemic presented new barriers 
to implementation.

Accomplishments 
• The Midstream HVAC program launched successfully, with 

outreach efforts continuing throughout the program year. 

• Midstream HVAC condensing boilers achieved their initial 
savings expectations without the need to reduce goals. 

• The SBF program reached 90% customer satisfaction for 
both the Direct Install and Trade Ally components of the 
program in its first few months of commercialization.

• In total, there were over 400 rebate applications submitted 
for Trade Ally projects.  
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Collaboration Efforts 
• Midstream HVAC collaborated closely with the Downstream Platform to ensure a smooth 

launch of condensing boilers. 

• SBF has partnered with the SBAM on small business-focused webinars, program marketing, 
and the promotion of emerging pilots. SBAM has also offered customer leads to the SBF 
program.

• Worked with Michigan Saves to offer low finance rates to help customers finance projects. 

Lessons Learned 
• DTE updated Midstream HVAC forecasting strategies to account for new measures. Efforts 

are underway to work with distributors to better understand the status of each project to 
ensure there is an effective margin of safety in forecasting and to account for any risk of 
projects remaining incomplete. 

• Engaging in strategic marketing is key to program success. The SBF team utilized a tactical 
calendar cross functionally to ensure program marketing was successful.

• The SBF program introduced additional bonuses and incentives for rebated projects to help 
increase interest among customers. 

• Partnering with specialized Trade Allies provided a holistic solution for customers interested 
in more than one type of project.

Spending and Verified Net Savings Results
Chart 38 summarizes the EM&A program’s spending and verified net savings. 

 
2020 DTE Electric C&I EM&A Plan 
Spending ($M)

 
2020 DTE Electric C&I EM&A Plan 
Savings (GWh)

 
2020 DTE Gas C&I EM&A Plan 
Spending ($M)

 
2020 DTE Gas C&I EM&A Plan 
Savings (MMcf)

 
$2.0

 
$2.1

 
$1.5

 
$0.4
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Education and Awareness Program 
(DTE Electric and DTE Gas)
The objective of the Education and Awareness (E&A) program is to provide DTE residential 
and business customers with information and resources to help them learn how to use 
energy more efficiently and to better manage their energy costs. 

Photo taken prior to 2020 and the COVID-19 pandemic.

Program Description 
The DTE energy efficiency-specific website, mass media, 
social media, and outreach campaigns (e.g., outbound mail, 
digital communications, community events, sponsorships, and 
experiential activations) are key channels to engage customers 
with energy efficiency information. In 2020, DTE continued 
to rely on its website and mass media campaigns to target 
specific customer segments to increase their awareness of 
energy efficiency. 

Highlights 
The following are key campaigns conducted in 2020:

• Residential campaigns included radio, television, social 
media, print, email, direct mail, and digital advertising 
focused on low-cost or no-cost tips, ENERGY STAR 
appliance tips, heating and cooling season messaging, 
estimated energy- and money-saving opportunities, and 
calls to action. Beyond energy efficiency, messaging themes 
to encourage home improvements included improved 
comfort and a more efficiently running household. 

• Small business campaigns included radio, television, social 
media, print, email, direct mail, and digital advertising 
focused on low-cost or no-cost tips and case studies 
with suggestions that similar businesses could complete 
for energy efficiency improvements. DTE continued to 
highlight the non-energy benefits of making energy 
efficiency improvements to increase the comfort, 
environment, and safety of their business and to improve 
the satisfaction of their customers and employees. 

• DTE won numerous awards for its E&A campaigns in 2020, 
including a dotCOMM Platinum award, a MUSE Creative 
Awards Gold award, a Hermes Creative Awards Platinum 
award, a Creativity International Silver award, and a W3 
Awards Gold award.
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• DTE launched a new energy efficiency website that included program, rebate and tips pages, 
a comparison tool resource, and the engaging and immersive 3D Energy Efficient Interactive 
Home experience, which gives customers a real-life room-by-room demonstration of ways 
to save energy in their homes. 

• Various contests and promotions were promoted through online events, sponsorship 
partnerships, and social campaigns to educate and engage customers about energy efficiency.

• Every year since 2015, DTE sponsorships have included the U.S. Green Building Council’s 
Michigan Battle of the Buildings Competition and the Detroit Energy Challenge to reach 
businesses.

• DTE conducted employee outreach via a virtual event highlighting internal initiatives and an 
energy efficiency day where employees had the opportunity to pledge to be energy efficient 
on a dedicated intranet site that also included tools and resources related to energy efficiency.

As in previous years, DTE updated collateral with fresh messaging to educate customers on energy 
efficiency. These updates included videos, brochures, case studies and white papers, ambassador 
cards, and energy-saving tips handouts. In addition, the Company developed four  editions of a 
print and digital magazine, Energy Smarts, that contained in-depth information on how energy 
efficiency can be applied in businesses. DTE also continued to use bill inserts, direct mail, email 
newsletters, and digital tools and communications (online calculators, targeted and bilingual 
videos, social media posts, and website information) to engage customers in learning.

Challenges 
• In 2020, overall customer satisfaction with DTE among residential and business customers 

remained a top priority. To help maintain and improve customer satisfaction, increasing 
awareness of DTE’s energy efficiency information and tools is key to helping customers 
achieve higher value from the energy they consume. As energy efficiency communications 
continue to drive key messaging, DTE is always striving to find new ways to engage and 
break through the awareness barriers. Continuing messaging related to improving comfort 
and other non-energy benefits such as safety, environment, and productivity was leveraged 
to keep customers engaged. This engagement was accomplished by maintaining a steady 
state of outreach communications and relying on marketing trends and the latest program 
offerings to engage DTE’s customers on energy efficiency education. 

• Measuring program achievements via metrics such as program awareness was challenging in 
2020 because the program’s focus shifted away from in-person events where data for these 
metrics can be collected via a post-event survey. However, DTE did rely on digital marketing 
metrics and social media engagement and reach to drive positive perception of its efforts 
and positive brand awareness. 

Accomplishments 
In 2020, DTE acted to increase electric residential customer familiarity with energy efficiency 
programs. Energy efficiency efforts were considered highly impactful drivers of residential 
customer satisfaction.

Residential
• DTE launched an Interactive Home online tool in June 2020 that includes an immersive and 

engaging 3D demonstration of a home along with energy-saving tips and links to relevant 
EWR programs.

• DTE executed numerous cross-channel direct outreach tactics through direct mail, various 
email communications, DTE Energy blog articles, and bill inserts.

• The Company posted energy efficiency tips, sponsorship messaging and promoted contests 
on social media using Twitter and Facebook.

Business
• DTE continued the Business Pride contest among customers, allowing them to tell their story 

of energy efficiency improvements and why they are proud of their business via a virtual 
format. DTE selected three winners and provided them with a free energy consultation 
through the BEC program, prize money to put toward implementing energy efficiency 
upgrades recommended in the consultation, and a package with $500 of personal protective 
equipment. 

• Executed an increased number of direct outreach tactics through direct mail, energy efficiency 
articles in the Company’s e-newsletter and blog, and the Energy Smarts magazine.

• Posted energy efficiency tips and promoted contests and partnership activities through social 
media using LinkedIn, Twitter, and Facebook.

Collaboration Efforts 
• DTE partnered with towns, cities, and communities across the state on education and 

awareness campaigns with tailored messaging to fit the needs of individual communities. 
For example, DTE worked with the City of Ann Arbor to develop a collateral piece focused 
on reducing carbon emissions through energy efficiency.

• In 2020, DTE received 15 times more entries to the Business Pride contest than in prior years 
as a result of pursuing digital and social media outreach and partnerships with third parties 
such as the SBAM and District 2030 groups.

• The Company held webinars with local municipalities and townships in lieu of in-person 
events to educate residents on how they can save energy in their homes, including an energy 
efficiency session with residents and city council members from Chesterfield Township.
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Lessons Learned 
• Partnering with business organizations such as chambers of commerce and associations 

creates advocates for the programs and a greater reach for information to be shared.

• Mass media and digital tactics are key to raising overall awareness of the program.

• Proactive communications are desired by DTE’s customers to help them manage their energy 
consumption.

• Personalized or tailored messages and offerings are meaningful to customers and have a 
higher positive impact on customer awareness and satisfaction.

• Developing a resilient program that can easily integrate new tactics and support testing of 
creative, innovative approaches will enable sustained success.

Spending and Verified Net Savings Results
Chart 39 summarizes the spending and associated verified net savings results for the E&A 
program.

CHART 39 – 2020 E&A SPENDING AND VERIFIED NET SAVINGS

 
2020 DTE Electric E&A  
Spending ($M)

 
2020 DTE Electric E&A 
Savings (GWh)

 
2020 DTE Gas E&A 
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2020 DTE Gas E&A 
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Pilot Program 
(DTE Electric and DTE Gas) 
The purpose of DTE’s Pilot program is to explore technologies and approaches not included 
in the commercialized programs described in the approved 2020-2021 EWR Plan. 

Program Description
The program enabled the Company to measure energy savings 
and test the cost-effectiveness of emerging technologies. This 
program also tested customer adoption of new technologies and 
market adoption of existing technologies using new approaches. 
As designed, this program supported both Residential and C&I 
programs. 

Residential Pilots

Electric New Home Construction
Ongoing, launched Q1 2020

DTE’s Electric New Home Construction pilot targets market 
rate and affordable housing builders throughout Michigan to 
build all-electric homes with a cold climate heat pump and a 
highly efficient building envelope. To encourage participation 
and adoption of these higher efficiency standards, DTE offers 
rebates to participating builders. A third-party HERS rater 
inspects the home and determines if program requirements 
were met. The objectives of this pilot are to test new 
technologies within new construction buildings such as cold 
climate heat pumps, the market response for market rate and 
low-income builders, and customer and builder interest in all-
electric homes. 

Gas Automatic Meter Reading 
Ongoing, launched Q1 2020

The Gas Automatic Meter Reading (AMR) pilot provides DTE 
Gas customers the ability to visualize, control, and optimize 
their gas usage through the DTE Insight app using a standalone 
AMR device embedded into the existing power supply of the 
Energy Bridge. The objectives of this pilot are to achieve 
additional energy savings, increased customer satisfaction, 
and heightened general awareness of energy efficiency and 
engagement with the Insight app. By implementing this pilot, 
DTE found that engagement is low during the cooling months. 
DTE is still determining energy savings.
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Health and Safety 
Ongoing, launched Q3 2018 

The Health and Safety pilot’s goal is to provide funding through EEA program partners and trade 
allies to overcome health and safety issues that prevent the delivery of energy efficient products 
and services (walkaways) for single-family and multifamily buildings. DTE delivers measures to 
owner-occupied households, with a standard approval limit of $7,500 per household and requires 
pre- and post-photographs as part of the quality assurance and control process. Additional 
resources may be leveraged to assist customers in greater need. 

High School 
Concluded Q4 2020

The High School pilot concluded in Q4 2020 and is being commercialized. The program encourages 
students to explore the energy they use every day and devise innovative ways to generate real 
energy savings. Students and their teachers (2,500 in 2020) attend a 45-minute presentation on 
energy literacy and energy efficiency. The presentation includes hands-on learning activities and 
a DTE Insight app demonstration activity; instructions on how to download the app, set up an 
energy budget, and other features are also demonstrated with screenshots during the presentation. 

An energy efficiency kit is distributed to each participating teacher and student to take home; these 
kits include a smart power strip, a high efficiency showerhead, faucet aerators, LED light bulbs, 
an LED nightlight, and pipe insulation. Teachers receive a mini-grant from DTE for participating 
and completing the home energy worksheet. Students also have the chance to enter into a 
sweepstakes.

Non-Wires Alternative
Ongoing, launched Q1 2019

Phase I of the Non-Wires pilot developed criteria to select a substation and geographically target 
and optimize a set of energy efficiency measures and programs offering customer participants 
measures to lower peak load at targeted substations. The overall goal of this pilot is to test 
participation in reducing overall peak load on the substation to understand the potential for cost-
effectively deferring a distribution system capital investment. Phase I of this pilot was successful 
at driving customer participation to achieve peak load reduction goals and enabled DTE to develop 
a cost-benefit model and distributed energy resources (DER) estimator tool for Phase II. This pilot 
is also offered to customers in the C&I sector.

Codes and Standards Study
Ongoing, launched Q3 2020

The purpose of this pilot is to initiate a framework for Michigan to develop utility codes and 
standards activities, objectives, and policy considerations associated with implementing and 
evaluating pilot and program initiatives. This pilot will help DTE understand the potential value 
of supporting code adoption or improving code compliance and supporting the adoption or 
enhancement of standards, including accelerated adoption of future standards. 

HVAC Midstream Enhancement
Ongoing, launched Q3 2020

This pilot develops and deploys IT solutions to consolidate program points of entry for distributor-
based HVAC rebate applications for products such as boilers, heat pump water heaters, hydronic 
ECM circulating pumps, and natural gas water heaters. The pilot objectives include increasing 
flexibility in contractor promotions and incentives and decreasing administrative costs for 
contractors. 

HVAC Retail
Ongoing, launched Q3 2020

This pilot delivers instant manufacturer rebates on heat pump water heaters at select The Home 
Depot, Lowe’s Home Improvement, and Menards stores in DTE Electric territory. The pilot program 
objectives include increasing flexibility in contractor promotions and incentives and decreasing 
administrative costs for contractors. 

HVAC Tune-Up
Concluded Q4 2020

This pilot includes completing benchmarking studies, surveys, and roundtable discussions with 
DTE trade allies to understand market dynamics for diagnostic tune-ups. The goal of this pilot is 
to determine incremental energy savings potential for residential HVAC tune-ups. The pilot aims 
to understand how services offered during furnace/air conditioner tune-up visits may identify 
additional savings opportunities. If adequate potential is identified, program enhancements 
may be piloted to test the impact on the number of contractors who cost-effectively complete 
diagnostic tune-ups. 
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Midstream Appliances
Ongoing, launched Q2 2020

The goal of this pilot is to increase the cost-effectiveness, sales, and stocking of high efficiency 
ENERGY STAR appliances via dealers of the Nationwide Marketing Group, a network of independent 
appliance retailers. The pilot provides midstream incentives and training to Nationwide to validate 
how effectively a midstream approach can increase customer measure adoption, test how a 
midstream model can reduce overhead compared to downstream programs, and influence retailers 
such as Nationwide to stock and promote higher efficiency products to accelerate product market 
adoption over time. 

Appliance Recycling Drop Off
Concluded Q4 2020

This pilot offers customers the opportunity to receive an increased incentive for dropping off 
appliances to be recycled, as opposed to DTE picking up the appliance at the customer’s home. The 
objectives of this pilot are to measure the cost-effectiveness of hosting drop-off events instead 
of in-home pickups for customers to recycle inefficient and secondary appliances. Around 50 
participants came for a drop off; cold weather may have prevented more drop offs from occurring. 

C&I Pilots

Your Energy Performance Report
Ongoing, launched Q4 2020

This pilot comprises a published report that compares customers’ energy use history. A mailed 
printed document provides select small business customers their year-to-year energy use profile 
accompanied by a pie chart breakout of the primary energy applications for their type of business. 
This document also includes recommendations on specific solutions that will help save energy 
once implemented. The objective of the pilot is to increase satisfaction by helping customers save 
energy and reduce costs through an improved understanding of how their energy is used. The 
pilot directs customers to specific incentivized measures and solutions to increase adoption and 
achieve the associated savings.

The Your Business Energy Reports mailed documents were introduced to select small and medium 
businesses in the Q4 2020. DTE’s preliminary finding is that customers are adopting some of the 
recommended measures to achieve savings. The reports will continue to be mailed on a bimonthly 
basis through December 2021.

Business Marketplace
Ongoing, launched Q4 2020

The Business Marketplace provides DTE customers an online retail resource for energy efficient 
products that receive instant discounts at the time of purchase. The objective of the Marketplace is 
to provide an easy and convenient avenue for customers to learn about and purchase energy efficient 
products from the comfort of their business. The products are delivered by mail for self-installation. 
The pilot launched in Q4 2020. Awareness of the Business Marketplace has been increasing and 
participation has grown, with customers purchasing and installing measures to achieve savings.

Cohort Sustainability
Ongoing, launched Q3 2020

This pilot provides building owners with an energy data hub that offers a simple, streamlined 
way to access and aggregate their building data for submission to an ENERGY STAR Portfolio 
Manager. The energy data hub provides monthly whole building electric and gas usage totals 
for DTE-metered sites. The objective of the pilot is to increase satisfaction by helping customers 
save time with manual data entry and minimize the number of requests for data. The pilot aims 
to provide DTE customers a platform to receive energy usage data updates automatically. The 
pilot is still in the developoment phase with an expected customer-facing launch date in Q1 2021.

Find and Fix – Compressed Air and Steam Trap
Commercializing Q1 2021 (Compressed Air) 
Commercializing Q4 2021 (Steam Traps)

Compressed air and steam production systems are energy-intensive and most have significant 
energy efficiency opportunities. The Find and Fix pilot is designed to eliminate known barriers and 
increase savings by removing customer upfront costs and incentivizing trade allies in response 
to low participation for existing measures. By reducing the customer’s funding commitment and 
disaggregating incentives for identifying leaks from those for making repairs, DTE is testing the 
hypothesis that this new incentive structure will increase customer participation.

The Find and Fix Compressed Air program will target small-to-medium commercial and light 
industrial electric customers. For steam traps, the program will initially target dry cleaners within 
the small-to-medium business segment. 

 The program is intended to provide energy savings through the identification and repair of 
compressed air leaks and faulty steam traps through an established service provider network, 
using a service-based incentive approach. The program shall focus on those customers who 
normally do not participate in current incentive programs and will be designed to eliminate known 
barriers and increase savings.
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The measure savings will be claimed through a custom calculator developed in tandem with DTE, 
Energy Sciences, and Guidehouse. The methodology for determining energy savings will be based 
on ultrasonic leak detectors using a sound decibel reading, which will result in increased savings 
versus claiming deemed measure savings from the MEMD.

Key lessons learned include the following:

• Make it easy for customers to understand and participate in the program. The application 
should be handled by the trade ally and the process should be straightforward (e.g., fix leaks 
then claim incentive). Leave the technical information out of the process for customers.

• The custom calculator was successfully developed, resulting in 40% more savings than 
deemed MEMD values.

• The program needs to confirm the hours of operation prior to finalizing the custom savings 
calculation. The customer and trade ally were often not in alignment.

• Audit-based programs are typically conducted through open trade ally networks, but DTE 
was successful with a closed network. It is worth exploring the concept of an open trade 
ally network. 

• The key challenges faced by the steam trap program includes lack of customer and trade 
ally awareness. The program focused on non-energy benefits, which seemed to resonate 
with customers.

• It is important to work with the evaluation contractor to ensure the approach is approved 
and understood prior to program implementation.

Virtual Assessment
Launched Q4 2020

The BEC program launched a Virtual Assessment pilot that offers gas direct install measures to 
traditionally hard-to-reach customers. Interested customers receive an interactive survey paired 
with education. Customers are prescribed one or more measures based on their energy efficiency 
needs. 

Grocery Program
Ongoing, launched Q4 2019

The Grocery program provides grocery and convenience stores free custom assessments that 
identify opportunities to save energy and money. The program provides custom recommendations 
accompanied by assistance for measure implementation. The recommendations include details 
on available incentives to offset recommendation implementation costs. With the high level of 
energy consumption in refrigeration, a concerted focus on grocery and convenience stores has 

been implemented to secure savings, particularly in the smaller business category, which has not 
seen significant participation. The program tests a cost-effective means to secure greater customer 
engagement, particularly in refrigeration measures, through assistance, education, and incented 
proposed measures. The program has seen greater customer participation in Q4 2020 after early 
reluctance due to uncertainties associated with the pandemic. 

Onsite Energy Manager
Ongoing, launched Q4 2020

The Onsite Energy Manager pilot assigns a DTE energy manager to a customer’s site(s) for 6 to 24 
months. The energy manager assists the customer in creating an energy management plan  and in 
identifying, developing, and managing energy efficiency projects . The objectives of the pilot are to 
assist the customer in creating a world-class energy management program and to identify projects 
and incentives associated with other DTE C&I programs to increase participation in Downstream, 
Midstream, SEM, Retro-Commissioning, and other relevant C&I offerings. Moreover, the pilot will 
track low-to-no cost O&M measures (not associated or captured by other C&I offerings) that are 
identified by the energy manager and implemented within the customer’s facilities. 

Power TakeOff
Ongoing, launched Q4 2020

Power TakeOff is a pay-for-performance concept delivered through a virtual commissioning (VCx) 
process.  The concept uses AMI data and performs proprietary analytics to identify where energy 
efficiency opportunities exist within customer facilities.  VCx is similar to the Retro-Commissioning 
program; the major difference is VCx will be done totally remotely.  

The pilot will provide customers with services to allow them to better manage their energy usage, 
identify O&M energy-saving opportunities, and achieve energy savings through performing 
energy conservation measures. This program is designed to leverage the investment that DTE has 
made in AMI deployment through data analytics and customer engagement to achieve energy 
savings. The program’s approach, like that of a monitoring-based commissioning program, follows 
a step-by-step process to identify high opportunity customers with significant potential for O&M 
energy savings. Trained program consultants engage targeted customers to better understand 
their operations, enroll them in the VCx program, and generate energy savings and demand 
reduction at their facilities through O&M changes.

Key lessons learned from pilot implementation include the following:

• Pay for performance reduces the energy company’s evaluation risk. 

• The program continues to monitor participating customers over time and re-engages if 
savings erode.
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Spending and Verified Net Savings Results
Pilot program funds were primarily spent on contracted services and incentives for the projects 
previously outlined and on the cost of internal administration to manage the portfolio of projects.

Chart 40 summarizes the spending and associated verified net savings results of the Pilot program.

CHART 40 – 2020 PILOT SPENDING AND VERIFIED NET SAVINGS
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Energy Savings
• Since its inception in 2009, more than 5.7 million electric customers and 3.7 million gas 

customers have directly participated in DTE’s energy efficiency programs.23 DTE customers 
have saved approximately 6,600 GWh and over 15,000 MMcf since the program started. The 
savings achieved so far will continue to lead to savings for years into the future.

• The electric savings are equivalent to the energy required to power over 563,000 homes 
for one year.24

• The gas savings are equivalent to the energy required to power over 99,000 homes for one 
year.25

Monetary Savings
• DTE’s customers have benefited as a result of its energy efficiency offerings. Residential 

customers pay an average of $54 annually, or less than 3% of their total bill for combined 
energy efficiency gas and electric surcharges. Electric customers pay, on average, $36 and 
gas customers pay, on average, $18. 

Economic Development Benefits
• DTE’s EWR Portfolio resulted in implementation contractors establishing local offices (in 

Detroit, Livonia, Lansing, and Grand Rapids) and the hiring of local talent to operate and 
manage their respective programs.

• Through 2020, 336 Michigan-based jobs have been created by the implementation contractors 
under contract with DTE, as Table 8 summarizes. These jobs include field operations staff, 
appliance pickup drivers, call center representatives, and program managers.

• Customers and communities benefit from the new jobs and investment in the community.

Program Offerings and Participation
While many of the EWR programs are mature and functioning well in the market, DTE continues 
to innovate and develop new program offerings. DTE expanded its commercialized program 
offerings and offered pilots in 2020 that will be commercialized in 2021. Customers have upgraded 
equipment, enabling them to be more energy efficient year after year. They have also been 
educated on simple actions they can take to save on their energy use on a continuing basis.

• In 2020, over 1 million DTE Electric customers and over 371,000 DTE Gas customers took 
control of their energy use through the EWR Portfolio and saved millions of dollars as a result.  

23  Customers may participate in more than one EWR program.
24  Equivalent home energy use is calculated using the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Equivalency Calculator.
25  Equivalent home energy use is calculated using the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Equivalency Calculator.

To give some perspective on the magnitude of this effort, the following are some of DTE’s 2020 
accomplishments:

• DTE successfully commercialized programs including the Small Business Focus program and 
gas component of the Midstream HVAC program.

• The Company continued to expand the channels through which customers can participate in 
the EWR programs including the expansion of both residential and commercial midstream 
program offerings.

IC Name Michigan-Based Jobs

Bradley + Company 14

CLEAResult 3

DNV 25

DP+ 1

DTE 37

Energy Sciences 6

Energy Solutions 2

Franklin 28

ICF 39

Ignite 8

Leidos 2

Michigan Saves 4

NEF 7

Powerley 9

SEEL 60

Walker Miller - Franklin 84

Guidehouse 7

Total 336

TABLE 8 – IMPLEMENTATION CONTRACTOR JOBS
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• The Residential programs served over 626,000 electric households and over 368,000 gas 
households.

• The Company invested over $28 million on Low-Income programs and launched new offerings 
in 2020 to target this segment; these offerings include the Payment Trouble Customer 
Initiative, Revolving Loan Fund, Income-Qualified Heat Pumps, and Health and Safety 
programs.

• The EEA program provided over 4,300 low-income customers with measures to achieve 
energy savings.

• DTE completed nearly 12,000 low-income HECs throughout the DTE service territory.

• The Multifamily low-income component completed 3,646 direct install installations and 178 
prescriptive projects.

• DTE installed high efficiency, whole home, cold climate heat pumps in low-income multifamily 
and low-income single-family homes with electric heat at no cost to the customer through 
the Income-Qualified Heat Pumps initiative.

• The C&I programs served over 409,000 electric households and over 2,600 gas businesses.

• Business applications served included lighting, lighting controls, HVAC and heating controls, 
food services, and process electric.

• Most C&I markets were served, including light and heavy industry, retail, grocery, hospital, 
hotel, and educational institutions.

Evaluation, Measurement & Verification (EM&V)  
Michigan’s EWR construct requires independent verification of utilities’ claimed energy savings. 
This work is performed by an independent EM&V contractor and must be performed to industry 
standards and guidelines developed by the Evaluation Workgroup of the MPSC EWR Collaborative. 
Guidehouse currently fulfills this role for DTE.

DTE and its evaluation contractor are active participants in the Evaluation Workgroup, along with 
Consumers Energy and cooperative and municipal utilities, as well as their respective evaluation 
contractors and the MPSC staff. In addition to developing guidelines for evaluation, members of 
the Evaluation Workgroup established a statewide resource for technical energy savings values 
for thousands of energy efficient measures, known as the MEMD. The MEMD enables fast and 
efficient entry, tracking, and evaluation for the vast majority of measures installed in Michigan 
EWR programs, regardless of program provider. 

The MEMD is managed by Morgan Marketing Partners under contract to the MPSC. The Technical 
Subcommittee oversees the management and updating of the MEMD. Updating measure values 
to reflect changes in standards, incorporate newer studies, and make them more representative 

of Michigan follows a well-defined process involving all stakeholders. DTE and Consumers Energy 
work together with their evaluation contractors to conduct foundational research on important 
measures to develop up-to-date Michigan-based values. Since 2009, numerous additions and 
calibrations have been made to the MEMD to make the values more encompassing, accurate, and 
Michigan-specific. 

Challenges
Beyond 2020, achieving current savings levels will become more challenging as codes and 
standards change and technology evolves. DTE will need to reach more customer markets and 
segments to increase participation. The Company may face other challenges such as the following: 

• The Company’s EWR Portfolio is in its twelfth year and is experiencing some saturation of 
existing programs.

• Many unknowns are associated with the Energy Independence and Security Act lighting 
standards, as well as upgrades to building codes and the rollout of increasingly strict appliance 
efficiency standards. Old planning assumptions about what portfolios can achieve based on 
high levels of LED residential lighting savings are no longer applicable. 

• Customer baseline installed efficiency keeps increasing as energy efficiency programs and 
other factors make customers more energy-conscious. This will continue to decrease NTGRs. 

• Non-incentive costs will likely increase when attempting to capture hard-to-reach segments, 
further increasing cost to DTE’s customers, necessitating higher rates.

• There is uncertainty around design and delivery of emerging and future pilot programs.
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Conclusion
2020 was another successful year for DTE’s EWR Portfolio in all key areas: energy savings, spending, and participation. Customers were 
made aware of energy efficiency benefits and the programs offered by DTE via innovative approaches and targeted marketing campaigns.

Customer experience was enhanced by improving the content of the website, creating new 
educational tools and resources, and expanding social media and contests. Programs were 
upgraded and delivered with high quality, meeting the ever-rising level of customer expectations. 
Promising pilot programs were transitioned to full program offerings, and additional pilots were 
undertaken to stay ahead of the technology curve and to test innovative market approaches. 
Continuous improvement activity increased again in 2020, as several efforts were undertaken to 
eliminate defects and improve process efficiency. Collaboration with other utilities and the energy 
efficiency community at large provided additional benefit to DTE’s customers.

Opportunities and challenges lie ahead, and DTE is well-positioned to continue to provide value to 
its customers and other stakeholders through a robust and well-run energy efficiency program. 
DTE’s strategic efforts have resulted in increased awareness, improved experiences, and higher 
satisfaction among its customers.

2021 will be another pivotal year for DTE’s EWR Portfolio as the Company is focused on continuing 
to work with key stakeholders on securing Michigan’s energy future in light of unprecedented 
industry and energy policy changes. As the EWR Portfolio continues to mature, DTE will continue 
to innovate to become the best operated energy efficiency program in North America.
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